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1885- Editorial of the
1St magazine
Miss Harriet Jones,
Headmistress

This year's magazine shows the reader a little of what we
have been up to, in school and out, during the Millennium year. As in Miss Jones' time, staff have taken advantage of every opportunity to offer the best possible education in its very widest sense, to their pupils. The rate of
change in our society continues to increase, as it has
since the education of women really got going 100 years
ago, so the style of education has changed in order to
continue to provide the solid advantage needed, regardless of each girl's possible future. I have no doubt that
Miss Jones would approve, and would read this magazine with delight, since she would be able to see how
strong were her courageous foundations, and how well
the school has built upon them.

"There are still many people that cling to the oldfashioned idea that a woman's ignorance only adds to
her charms. It is our aim to prove, by the results of our
teaching, that a girl is none the less charming because
of her learning, and that, on the other hand, a
thorough education gives her the solid advantage of
being better fitted to fight the hard baffle of life in
whatever position she is placed."

This magazine is much more attractive and entertaining
than the first, but I have no doubt that the pupils of the
school at that time were also able to enjoy themselves and
value their opportunities. Our thanks go to all those,
especially Mrs Bray and her Magazine Committee, who
have put together this fine record so that we can enjoy the
year again as we read it. In addition, it will make a splendid archive for our successors. We can only wonder what
will fill their magazines!

Editorial for the
SchoolMagazine 2000
It is salutary to read Miss Jones' first editorial. The school
had been open for twelve years before the first magazine
was produced. Under her excellent leadership, the school
had grown to hold several hundred pupils. These girls
became part of the first generation of women in this country who could exercise choice in their adult lives as a result of having had a fine academic education.

Susan Whitfield
June 2000

My own grandmother, born a year before Miss Jones' first
editorial was written, offended a Trust school in London
and she was there at the turn of that century. She went on
not only to study at London University, but also to be a
lecturer there before choosing to marry; unlike her, most
women at that time had to marry to obtain any sort of
reasonable existence, since without an education they had
no other choice. A girl's 'charms' had a distinct financial
value, so Miss Jones' comments were significant.
Miss Jones retired 100 years ago. What has changed?
In some ways, everything has changed; from another
viewpoint, we have remained the some, and the school
continues to provide the fine education which it has always offered its pupils, giving them the "solid advantage"
which Miss Jones knew only too well was so important for
them.
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Staff News
1999 - 2000
September brought two new part-time members of staff:
Ms Hilne for Theatre Studies and Mrs Nico for English. In
January, Mrs Sarah Singer returned from her extended
maternity leave and we thank Mrs Moonen for covering
her absence. However, quite shortly afterwards, it was
clear that having two Mrs Singers in the Modern Foreign
Language department, both teaching French and German, caused the recently-returned Mrs Singer to reassume
her maiden name of Miss Marron. Life became more
simple at the staff room door after that! Mrs Plowden left
in October to begin her maternity leave and produced
Milo in November. She was replaced by Miss Lucas who
will be remaining due to an expansion of Art AL this September. Mrs Clarke also had a baby, Isabella, and her
place was filled by three ex-members of staff: Madam
Marsh and Mrs Thomas for French and Mrs Sevilla for
Spanish.
However, the majority of staff news this year concerns departures rather than arrivals. In the Junior Department,
July sees us bidding farewell to Miss Sergeant who leaves
us after two years to work for The Schools' Christian Action Team based in Woking. Mrs Heritage is leaving us
after four years in order to pursue "other interests". Mrs
Dace is leaving after ten years to become a part-time Art
teacher at Little Ealing. Finally, Mrs Sharifi retires after
twelve years' teaching in both the Junior Department and
Senior School. She is looking forward to the freedom of
life beyond NHEHS ! We wish them all well for the future
and we are certain that many girls in the Senior School
will remember these teachers with gratitude for their part
in laying the foundation for a successful secondary school
experience and beyond.
In the Senior school, Ms Hilne is leaving us to return fulltime to the professional Theatre. We have benefited greatly
from her expertise and are very sorry to see her go but
understand her long-term theatrical career aspirations.
Mrs Tint leaves us after two years, to work at Henrietta
Barnett Grammar School. She has been an extremely
valuable member of staff and we wish her all the best for
the future.
Ms Wade joined us in January 1999 as Head of Design
Technology but leaves us now because her fiancé has
achieved promotion to Portsmouth Grammar. She has
transformed her department in the short time she has been
here and we would like to thank her for the tremendous
effort she has made for the school. Miss Waller leaves us

after two years as Head of History to join a management
recruitment company. This is a great blow to us as well as
being an even greater loss to the world of education. Her
energetic approach complemented her academic rigour
and she will be greatly missed. Mrs Griffiths leaves us
after three years as second in the mathematics department to take up a position in a school nearer to her home
in High Barnet. We would like to thank herforthe efforts
she has made and wish her much success in her new
school.
Mr Green joined us in 1993 and leaves us for a position
at Latymer. (The decision may well have had something
to do with the recent construction of a multi-million pound
Theatre development there!) His contribution to our school
is immense, not just in the quality and range of dramatical
productions but to the staff room as well. His enjoyment
of sporting events has led to staff involvement in various
sweepstakes and great debates on the natural superiority
of Manchester United, which, as we all know, is an undeniable fact. All in all, he will be greatly missed in many
spheres of life at NHEHS.
Finally, we come to the semi-departure of Mrs Rhys who
joined us in 1976 as a part-time member of the History
department. Subsequently, she became Head of History
and Head of Years 10 and 11. In 1992, she was promoted to the position of Senior Teacher. She has had a
long and distinguished service with the school and is
noted for her scholarly and caring approach to the girls.
She is not leaving us completely because she will continue the A level course with her current Year 12 until they
finish next year but she is standing down as Senior Teacher
and going part-time once more. As a member of the Senior Management Team, I will miss her perceptive, dry sense
of humour which made me smile and lightened even the
most fraught management moments. The fact that she
will be returning next year will provide a sense of continuity for the girls, the staff and her successor as Senior Teacher,
Mrs Strange.
The academic year, 1999-2000, has therefore seen some
dramatic changes but we had envisaged that these would
be evidenced by a new building rather than staff . It is
important to remember though that, however unfortunate
these departures appear to be, all institutions need the
dynamism that change generates, even ours I So, we
look forward to next year with optimism and hope, notwithstanding the continuing saga about the proposed new
building
Lynne Ashley
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Our Trip to
Hillingdon

Mdawofto"

On Friday, 10" September, Year 7 came to school
dressed in old clothes because we were going to
Hillingdon Adventure Centre. When the coach
got there we were put into eight groups. Four
groups did water activities and four went for land
activities. I was in the land group. The activities
we did were:
1. To build a structure one metre above the
ground, that would hold ten people up for
one minute. I found it exciting and amazing
that it held even half of us!
2. To walk through part of the wood with blacked
out goggles on. This was an interesting
experience but a dusty one.
3. To get through a spider's web, one person per
hole, without touching any threads. It took a
lot of thinking and logic to do this but we
managed.
4. To walk in groups on planks, which required a
lot of teamwork!

The Titanic Barrels.
The Titanic Barrels, off it went,
A little bit battered, a little bit bent,
Over the hills and far away,
A day of destiny that caused dismay!
We were winning at the start of the race,
Then three other groups seemed to pick up their
pace.
All of a sudden our raft gave a jerk,
A rope had untied we were all in the murk!
-

Joanne slipped behind to fix the rope,
We were all looking solemn, we'd given up hope.
Then came a scream, a barrel came loose,
Now we were lost, it was rather obtuse.

For the watersports we had to make a raft from
planks, barrels and rope. We then had a race.
Our ship, The Brittania, was in the lead and we
were paddling hard, chanting "Britannia Rules the
Waves". Our rivals sank so the Britannia won.
We all jumped in the lake to celebrate.

We looked at each other, all thinking the same,
Let's untie our raft and make it a game!
OUR RAFT CAPSIZED! We yelled and screamed
too,
But there was just nothing to do.

Charis Cosmos 7E

Desperately holding to bits and bobs,
Floating barrels and floating logs,
Kirsty blew the whistle and started to fuss,
The rescue boat came over and rescued all of us.
We dragged our raft up onto the shore,
The water and wetness dripped galore!
Then we went home and ate our tea,
I'm glad that I went, I'm glad it was me!
Sarah Verra/l 7E
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Year 10 Art Trip to the
Tate Gallery and the
London Aquarium
On the 20th of September, thirty budding GCSE art students visited the Tate Gallery and the London Aquarium
accompanied by Mrs Hurd and Miss Plowden. When we
entered the gallery, we were struck by a dead (but livelooking) horse, hanging from the ceiling. It supposedly
has stretched legs, but I couldn't tell. There were mixed
feelings about the horse, but of course Mrs Hurd appreciated the artistic essence of it. We then went our separate
ways, looking at paintings with different aspects of water,
which our project was on. It was strange to see some
famous paintings in reality rather than copies, for example Turner's "Wave". We attempted to sketch some of
them, whilst receiving superficial looks from other schools
and members of the public, but we ignored them. After
lunch, we drove to the London Aquarium. We also wanted
to watch the millennium wheel go up, but not surprisingly
there were delays. In the aquarium we saw and sketched
some amazing fish. Being there really feels like you're in
the ocean. There were weird and wonderful creatures and
we enjoyed watching them and the way they behaved.
There was nothing we missed on the trip as we even had
time to sketch the Thames. All togetherthe day was great,
and I would like to thank Mrs Hurd and Miss Plowden for
organising it.

apart, skeletons, hangings, shootings, burnings, dismembered limbs, destruction, and desolation.
What added particular force to the images were the captions that partnered each one, for example Goya's: "I
saw this", "One can't Tell Why", "What More Could Possibly Be Done?" Dix's were more descriptive: "Meal Time
in the Ditch", "Dead Man in Mud", "Nocturnal Meeting
with a Madman" and "Dance of Death".
Magnifying glasses were provided for those who wanted
to look more closely at the intimate horrors of warfare;
apparently some details were often overlooked when looking at the etchings with the naked eye, but I personally felt
I had seen quite enough without the use of a magnifying
glass.
The 'glory' sometimes associated with war was fast stripped
away by these images of dead men, melting into the ground,
where there was no trace of either dignity or honour.
Some people were comparing these works to those of
the recent Sensation exhibition at the Royal Academy,
but saying that these images were for more disturbing. I
found this exhibition thoroughly harrowing, but I don't
feel that I can get my head around that kind of suffering
and I don't think I want to.

Laila Abduliah 1 OE

Year 13 Art and
History Trip to the
Imperial War Museum
On Thursday the 23 " of September, the Year 13 Art and
History students traipsed up to the Imperial War Museum
to see an art exhibition that I don't think any of us were
prepared for. The exhibition was a collection of etchings
by Callot (1592-1635), who depicted the horrors of the
Thirty Years War; Goya (1746-1828) whose pictures detailed the Napoleonic invasion of Spain and, finally, Dix
(1891-1969) who portrayed his experiences during the
First World War.
In order to inform the historians about the process of etching
and to give the artists an insight into the various wars, the
two groups met on Wednesday lunchtime, the day before
the trip, for a 'party'. A number of girls, Miss Plowden
and Miss Waller, delivered talks on the subjects involved.
Despite this introduction to the subject, the impressions
that the etchings evoked so powerfully are not really describable through words. They were painful to look at and
made me feel thoroughly uncomfortable: soldiers ripped

Liz Danon Yr 12
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Craft Club
Craft club is held on Wednesday at lunchtime in the DT
room. For the past six weeks we have been designing
and making our own mosaics.
To make the mosaic, we had to prepare a wooden board,
cut the tiles to shape, and glue them on using pva glue.
We then had to grout the tiles. Grouting is when you
push the grout between the mosaic tiles to secure them.
Once the grout had dried, we used white spirit to remove
the grout from the surface of the tiles. We then put hooks
in the back so that we could hang the mosaic up.
As craft club is so popular we are limited to six weeks. We
really enjoyed craft club and recommend it to everyone.
By Lucy Bifulco and Sophie Costello 9N

Stained Glass
This year, for the first time, stained glass became a general
studies option. Under the direction of Miss Wade, ten
enthusiastic Year 1 2's learnt how to cut, 'grose', copper
foil and solder glass, producing a small (but to our eyes
perfect) stained glass panel by the end of the Christmas
term. Following this success, we became more ambitious.
After much debate, a design for a full size window was
decided on and drawn out. A few of us were lucky enough
to accompany Miss Wade to a glass shop where we,
dazzled by the selection and colours of glass available,
helped to purchase the materials we would be using. The
following lesson we divided the window up into sections
and began to cut the glass, terrified that we would break
something, but very excited.
At the time of writing this article, we still have much work
to do, but hope that by the end of term we will have
completed the window and be able to place it in the senior
library; a lasting memory of our general studies lessons.
We would all like to say a huge thank you to Miss Wade
for introducing us to stained glass and giving us so much
help and encouragement. She has been an inspiration to
us all. Despite her sad departure at the end of term, we
hope that stained glass will remain a popular option for
years to come.
Catherine Garnett Yr 12
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masks, hats and costumes and jousting with plastic swords.
One evening we all wore our masks to dinner; Mr. Green
dressed as an alternative Devil, but Miss Ashley stole the
show with her beautifully eccentric mask that sprouted a
good 30cm above her hair-it was big!
On Saturday we participated further in the crazy antics of
the 'Carnivale' by performing our own masked plays,
gathering huge crowds and one American dollar!

Venice and Florence Art
and Theatre Studies
Trip 2000
At 6 o'clock in the morning Year 12 and 13, along with
five teachers, assembled outside school. After piling onto
the coach, we drove 20 yards and turned around. WE
WERE ON THE WRONG COACH" In the end we
made itto Gatwick and arrived in Venice four hours later.
We took a water taxi to our hotels along the Grand Canal
and were all in awe at the sights before us. In typical
school trip style, the rooms at one hotel were over booked,
however doubling up with friends lust made it more fun.
Our first time Venetian experience was very strange. The
sight of parades of people dressed in 1 7th century costume
from head to foot, including elaborate masks was weird
yet fantastical. After the initial shock, everyone got involved
in the action wearing their own

The shopping in Venice was excellent, if rather pricey for
our range. The delights of the Florence markets awaited
us also before we left. There were many amazing works of
art to be seen, ranging from renaissance at the Academia
to surrealist sculpture at the Guggenheim. On Monday
we left for Ravenna with promises of astonishing mosaics
and octopus pizza. We arrived to be met with our National
Anthem played by the Italian volley ball team. We were
dumbfounded by the mosaics and entirely let down by the
octopus pizza. (Mr. Green lied about it-it doesn't exist!!)
We arrived in Florence that afternoon but instead of going
straight to the hotel, we stopped off ,at a car park where
you could see a true tourist view of the whole city. It was at
this point that Miss Ashley, whilst staring at a statue of a
naked man fell over and twisted her ankle. Unfortunately,
this meant that for the rest of the trip she couldn't partake
in her favourite activity-shopping. This was a terrible shame
because the shopping in Florence was excellent. There
were markets selling clothes, leather products, pottery and
all sorts of jewellery (just to name a few things) and loads
of shops full of all sorts of interesting garments.
We had a group visit to the Uffizi on the first full day in
Florence. By the time we made it up to the works of art,
we were all about to collapse. There were far too many
stairs, however, this was nothing compared to the millions
of spiral stairs up to the top of the Duomo. Luckily it was
worth the effort as the view of Florence from that height
was breathtaking.
We all explored different parts of the city (Abi and Jo
ventured further than others!) and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. We left on Thursday morning and
made it back to Ealing in the evening, without getting on
the wrong coach!
Everyone had an excellent time and are very grateful to
Miss. Ashley, Miss. Hilne, Mrs Strange, Mr. Green and
Mrs. Hurd for everything they have done.
Laura Webster and Anna McHugh Yr 12
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The Caucasian Chalk
Circle
When Olivia Hallinan's Grusha is left holding the baby
after the revolution starts, her odyssey takes her through
a steady transformation from protector to mother, and
culminates in Azdak's court as she takes on the baby's
mother and Pippa Evans' quirky judge at the same time
to contest her maternal right. Brecht's folktale of
justification and justice in a confusing (and topical)
world is brought to life in Mr. Green's and Ms. Hilne's
co-production, with Olivia Hallinan supplying a
convincing range of resolute determination, honesty,
courage and real tears.
Azdak, in a parallel to Clint Easfwood's many menwith-no-names, deals from on high in the illicit (though
less lethal) justice appropriate to the lawless times he
inhabits. Pippa Evans's characterisation effectively
displays his muddled actions and clear vision through a
pastiche of earthy arrogance and pseudo-innocent
buffoonery. The epic ballad of Grusha is conveyed
throughout by an ominous Yasmin Samir-Shakir, part
magician, part ghost.
All is shrouded in lighting that veers from spotlit cameos
to eerie greens, shading effective but minimal stage
furniture, often human-based. The river that separates
Grusha from Simon flows magically from the actors'
hands, and the bridge that conveys Grusha to the
Northern Mountains is an engineering feat—an organic
and suitably untrustworthy structure that needs to be
overcome, rather than merely crossed. A soundtrack of
strange and mournful music runs behind the story, and
at times, emerges and takes part in the action.
This depiction of Brecht's Caucasian world is involving,
enjoyable and compulsive. It is a long play, and a long
journey for Grusha, but not, thanks to its inventive
staging and talented acting, a long haul for the
audience.
Paul Harrison

The Caucasian Chalk
Circle
Where to start? I honestly can't think where to start. We
worked on The Caucasian Chalk Circle for about two
months in total and not a moment of it was exactly what
you'd call uneventful. There were, as always, the good
times, the bad times and the downright unbearable times
(which were, thankfully, few and far between). It just so
happened that this was a particularly hard play to tackle.
With gazillions of parts to play, and a cast of only thirty
(usually considered large), most people had at least two
or three roles to get their teeth into. Almost everyone was
in every scene, so people had to attend more rehearsals
than usual. At first it felt really tedious and the team spirit
was lacking to say the least. Itwas quite a touch n'go kind
of situation because of the nature of the play. The fact that
there wasn't the same sense of security that we might have
had with a less challenging script, meant that we could
only wait and see what the outcome would be. It was down
to us all, the cast and crew, to get the play on its feet, and
we knew it wasn't going to be easy. The first half of term
came and went. With strict instructions to be off the book
by the time we came back in the second week of the holidays (and for the set to be built in the first week), both cast
and crew had to eat, breathe and sleep theatre while all
-
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you guys lazed about and watched tele! A couple of days
into the holiday rehearsals, the sand arrived. It's great to
see that most of us hadn't grown out of our hopelesslyexcited-at-the-sight-of-sand phase and as you might expect, from then on we spent a considerable amount of
time sweeping up whatever mess we made (or rather
Morgen spent a considerable amount of time sweeping
up whatever mess we made). Pippa's new teeth were also
a source of great amusement, especially because she
seemed have a bizarre attachment to them by the end of
the week. So much so that when Mr. Green told her to
take them out, she totally forgot her lines, only to remember them the moment she put them back in. Now that's
what I call really getting into character! Babylon Pizzas
probably became our biggest fans, when we rang them
up and placed an order worth £54 (we were hungry,
OK)! The poor pizza man had to come by car 'cos there
was so much to bring.
The costumes arrived late in the half-term, lust in time to
cheer people up and momentarily take their mind off the
fact that we only had a week of rehearsal time left and
things were looking grim. The Ironshirts' costumes were
all about ten sizes too big for then, so instead of looking
masculine and menacing, they actually looked quite cuddly! Respect goes out to them though, for the amount
they had to put up with. Their Darth Maul-esque makeup took ages to do, and even longer to undo (which
would account for the fact that many of them were wandering around school with red ears and hairlines that
week). And to top that, for the performances they had to
wear stockings on their heads, which kinda slowly
squeezed all the blood out. An optimist might say that it
was worth it 'cos it helped them pull scary faces on stage,
I say it's lust plain torture. Me and pain, we don't get on.
At the roughest of times, the musicians cheered us up,
and really helped set the atmosphere throughout the play.
This was not surprising, because of (a) the talent they all
possess, (b) the ridiculous amounts of money that went
into buying the instruments, and (c) - there is no c, I just
Re things to come in threes. But seriously, because we
were doing the play in the round and with no set whatsoever, the sound and light were essential (so 'cheers' to
those involved). All managed to run smoothly in the end
(except my microphone which decided to find a different
reason not to work each evening), though not without a
fair bit of panicking. The fairy lights that were used to
represent the starry-sky sang Christmas tunes when we
got them. Mr. Green managed to cut the box out, shouting, "Who do man? who do man?" in his best DeNiro
voice. Well, you had to be there.

11

The actual performances went, we thought, surprisingly
well. Pippa's adlibs had left everyone in hysterics, though
some of the ones that had emerged during rehearsals she
obviously thought the public were not worthy of hearing!
Arda's warming up exercises were an absolute classic
(good old Arda), but the less energetic of us opted just to
watch, whilst Miss. Hilne's miracle-working massages got
us relaxed, focussed and ready to go. Having said that, I
want to give special thanks to Mr. Green and Miss. Hilne,
for simply putting up with us all. It can't have been easy. I
would also like to thank MacDonalds for almost ruining
our last night by giving poor Sade food poisoning (if you
can call it food). Don't eat MacDonalds, girls, it's bad for
you. Oh yeah, and don't smoke or take drugs or attempt
to fly or join the Mafia or anything, so that you can come
and watch next year's play - whatever that may be.
Yasmin Samir-Shakir Yrl 2
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As You Like It
On 1211 January 2000, the National Theatre came to do
a workshop and a performance of Shakespeare's 'As You
Like It' for the year 10-13 drama students. They did a
range of exercises with us to warm us up, starting with
clapping and walking around like models and spice girls,
moving on to taking ten stages to become ugly or sad
(depending on your group)!
Then, to get us more familiar with the text, we were divided into groups of about six, led by a member of the
workshop team. We had to make up a story involving a
letter, a forest and a disguise-all the components of the
play; we howeverfailedto realise it till later. Our group's
story involved Spiderman and a fancy dress party while
another group's (which was acted out) involved sailors
and a mass orgy!?! We then did some short sketches based
on the words of the character(s) of our group leader. The
workshop ended with the actors posing like statues and
we having to name them. The workshop was great fun
and a good experience.
After lunch we were treated to a performance of the play
and as we were the first school the group had come to,
they asked for feedback. It was a very good performance
and overall an enjoyable day. (We apologise for the lack
of humour in this article, but wit is not our forte!)
Thanks to Miss. Hilne and Mr. Green for arranging the
day.
Arda Eghiayan, Frances Wadsworth-Jones, Kate
Wilkinson Yr 11

Twelfth Night
As Twelfth Night finished, spectators walked away forgetting
that what they had watched was Shakespearean. It could
have easily been mistaken for a 1 920's Laurel and Hardy
style comedy. It involved great musical numbers, fabulous
costumes which were some of the best seen in this school
so for. The audience was left in stitches at the two
Festes,played by Sarah Jarvis and Sara Kabiri, while they
were moved by the romantic scenes. There was an
atmosphere of music, magic and mayhem which the
weather did not wash away. A great thank you to the sixth
formers, crew, and musicians who worked so hard, also
to the cast who made it so enjoyable to watch. Last but
certainly not least, thank you to Miss Hilne. This was her
first and unfortunately her last production; however this
superb show will forever be imprinted into the school's
memory.
Lizzie Wolstencroft and Alma Eagle Yr 12
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The littlest of good deeds is better than the greatest of
intentions.

Jay Green
Let's begin with Jay Green the Renaissance Man:
footballer, Thespian, musician, writer, entrepreneur and,
of course, teacher. No wonder he has given so much to
the school since his arrival in September'93.
Jay has elevated school drama through his vision and
expertise. His formation of a Drama Committee was a
masterstroke, enabling students to show initiative and skills
in every aspect of the theatre. In all of his productions,
from " Wind in the Willows" to "The Caucasian Chalk
Circle", he inculcated an aspiration towards
professionalism.
Jay's introduction of Drama at GCSE and expansion of
Theatre Studies at Level enriched the school's curriculum
and offered students another channel for their creativity.
With his inspirational teaching, Theatre Studies quickly
became a highly popular subject. He also brought relish
and flair to his teaching of English Literature A Level,
motivating students to produce some truly outstanding
work.
We shall miss Jay enormously. When his wife, Jackie,
died so tragically young, the support of Jay's colleagues,
students, ex-students and even their parents was testament
to the affection and esteem in which he has been held
throughout his time with us. We wish Jay, and his
daughters Georgia and Stella, every happiness in the
future.
By Stephen Dace

Astrid Hilne
A huge thank-you to Astrid Hilne for her contribution to
the Drama Department this last year. She has been an
asset to the department and has given to it her great knowledge and experience from the theatre world. Her vibrancy
and innovative ideas will be greatly missed.

93:~)CoD-77(~)
Crabbing
I saw you down at the jetty yesterday;
from here you could have been the boy I was,
competing to fill your bucket the highest with crabs,
enjoying the slap and tickle of lapping coolth, loving
the knack
of all that stuff with the hambone,
letting out the string so the fat and flesh
could tease with tendrils the crabs from their barnacled
nooks.
And when you felt that hint of pinch and tug
so set were you on not releasing the prize
you would have thought your mother's life depended
on it.
But the cap was to protect your bald scalp from
sunburn;
and the children gathered round your thickened girth;
your shorts, with pressed cuffs, were fashionably long.
(Remember Ginger who played cricket with us at
Dymchurch
and Dad said you couldn't tell
if his were short longs or long shorts?)
Well, beginners luck and your bucket crammed with
crabs
who'd given up busting a gut to get out,
you tipped them on the shingle and off they went
like the clappers, while the children gave them names,
picked their winners, egged them on when, stunned by
freedom,
they stood stock still or raced off sideways

A Poem about
Chaucer's "The Merchants Tale"
This Januarie was a worthy knight,
A man so full of wit and sight.
He loved his beautiful wife "fresshe" May,
Their lives were both blissful and gay.
He found her in a market place,
Was charmed by all her wit and grace.
She came into his lonely life,
A blissful treat, a faithful wife.
In yonder garden, full of flowers,
The pair spent many pleasant hours.
But when true May was in need of care,
Handy Damyan was sure to be there.
Yet Januarie wooed her every night,
As best as any bold man might.
And May was thus satisfied,
She never cheated, nor she lied.
Her beauty grace and character,
Meant she was never one to err.
Thus Januarie got his bargain fair,
With May expectant of an heir.
And being watched by all the gods,
They made it, against all the odds!
Roodobeh Ajdani Yr 13

as time tends to do.
Mr Dace (recently published)

Ode to Topsy
o Topsy, hairy mountain of unfashionable hue,
You leap across high fences like a piebald kangaroo.
Your ancestors were Shires, bearing knights into the fray,
But you trot round the manege or the deer park every
day.
Your forebears tilled and ploughed the land, and pulled
the loaded wain,
While you treat nervous riders like a crate of porcelain.
o Topsy, stubborn Great horse, of calm and gentle
mien,
I hope you spend your final days in fragrant pastures
green.

Kirsly Murdoch 7E
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Ms Bailey (A keen horse rider)

ap(]~)Co G_T(1)
Blot Poem
At a quarter to four when the school bell goes,
And Notting Hiller's minds generally close,
There is on Mondays a lot more fun,
In years ten and above for everyone.
It is a time spent with infinite pleasure,
Time and moments offenders treasure.
With discussion, criticisms, literary debates,
We ponder, reflect on our loves and hates.
Looking at mother and son relationships,
Passing around Maryland Chocolate chips.
Do you believe in love at first sight?
Does Sylvia Plath give you a fright?
These are fruitful sessions for English lovers,
With the stories and poems that it covers.
You can even submit your own work,
And watch while everyone praises or smirks!
You don't have to be Tennyson to come to Blot
You lust need to love reading.. .a lot!

Grace Wright Yr 11

Fizariah Jameel Yr 12

Consequence Poems
from Junior Blot
A line of poetry was written, and then folded over and
handed on, so the person writing the next line did not
know what it was, in the same way as the game
"Consequences"

1.

2.

3.

When a man acts he is a puppet. When he describes he
is a poet.
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The burning hot sun
Wobbled on the tips of my fingers
On the edge of a sandbank
When I was hiding behind a tree
Because she was so lealous.

The cheese
Fell off a shelf
On top of the open yogurt pot
At night, when the chicken legs were asleep
Because the cucumber had a broken heart.

The dried up, leathery piece of meat
Danced with the carrot
On top of the ice-cream tub
On a cold micro-wave morning
So the milk would notice him.

Fifty Word Story
Competition

X-File 2000- Winner

Students were asked to write a story in fifty words exactly.

Winners.
Years l&8
An Electric Experience - Winner.
As the villagers approached the old castle, a buzzing
noise was heard. The men went first, protecting the
women and children behind, their torches burning
bright. The noise grew faster, louder and the children
cowered at their mothers' sides.Then the King turned off
his toothbrush and went to bed.
Laura Williams 7N
A Sticky Situation - Runner-up
The headteocher stood up in assembly.
"Who," she said, "who has been sticking chewing gum
under the desks?"
The children shifted nervously and the teachers tufted,
raising their eyebrows.
The headteacher looked around for suspicious faces. "I
did," someone whispered. Everyone turned to see the
new Maths teacher raise her hand.
Kirsiy Murdoch 7E

"What is it Mulder?"
"I believe it is what is known as the Millennium Bug,
Scully."
"Is if harmful?"
"I don't know."
Just as Mulder approached the beast, it let out an
intense lime-green liquid, which instantaneously
devoured Mulder's flesh.
"At last," said Scully. "Now the truth can stay out there"
Yasmine Raffoul Yr 12
Well that's all right Mamma

-Runner up

"Here he is, please welcome him on stage, come all the
way from Memphis, Tennessee. He's only 19 years old.
Ladies and Gentlemen, Elvis Presley."
"Thank you sir, I'd like to sing a song I released a few
weeks ago..
"Frankly Bobby-Jim, I think he'll only last a couple
o'weeks. .
Leah Grant Yr 12
The Interview - Runner up
This is what he'd waited for since forever.
An executive position in the most prestigious law firm.
Sifting in the interview room smothered in Armani, he
answered the questions he was born to answer.
Hearing them utter the words, "welcome to the
company," he declined and walked out the room.
Sima Bibi Yr 12

Years 9, 10 &11
Money Trouble - Winner
"Oh let me off the rent lust this once. I'm not asking
much. It's lust I'm having a bit of money trouble at the
moment. If is not as if I do it often."
"Oh I suppose so, lust as long as you pay me back
once you pass go."
Lucy Clark 9N

Special mention.

Bob and the friendly Maggot- Runner up

"responsible teacher"

There once lived a man called Bob who loved to eat
apples. One day he bit into a juicy red cox. Bob could
feel something stuck in his tooth, and revealed a
maggot which was also red and luicy. The maggot
looked up of Bob and smiled. Bob swallowed. Yum.
Christina Kimeze 9N

"Fifty!"

"Filthy word story!?!" he read in passing while hurrying
by on a mission to do with registers. "Grubby",
"soiled", "muddy" sprang to mind followed by 1***!
as he explored the possibilities. Such words did
not fit well with "English Department", "Bray" and
Another door. Another notice!

6?b
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Mr Davidson

c;ci
Just Friends

Psychokinetic Sandra
Psychokinetic Sandra,
Could move things with her brain,
By focusing her thoughts,
With no help from her family.. .who thought she was
insane.

You've been my friend forever and a day,
Stuck by me through the good times and the bad.
You and me as friends, that's how it should stay
But I look in your eyes and it makes me sad.
Over the years I feel something has changed,
You glance at me often, then look away
As if all your feelings have been re-arranged,
A look says a lot you don't want to say.
I have seen you like this once before
When a crimson lady captured your heart
But this time it seems to matter much more,
I see your pain every time that we part.
What you don't know is that I hurt like you,
Oh, why can't you see that I love you too.

Psychokinetic Sandra,
Could lift heavyweights,
By staring at it for ages,
With no help from her mates.
But Psychokinetic Sandra,
Would come to a nasty end,
By driving her car with no hands,
And steering it into the bend.
Natasha Woodward 7N

anon

L'Egoist

Soho

The road I walk down is more like a room
A corridor, stretching, that lacks a light,
The sky above me is filled with gloom
The door at the end is always from sight.

The Fruitmen don't shout anymore.
They used to,
They used to shout and heckle so I would buy one of
those punnets of strawberries.
You know the onesWhere the top is full of red ripe goodness
But beneath lies the truth in the sludge, brown grey
brown damp.
But they don't shout anymore.
They lust stand by the Bananas
And stare.
Just
Stare.

If only I could grow distant of here
In time without my links to mundane,
Exist in a clearing from thoughts and fear
With kindness conquered and sympathy slain.
The woods of Narcissus are full of ease
Achieved is a view of boundless sky,
My corridor days, though, will never cease
As long as I keep what I know must die.

Beatrice Brooke Yr 13

I wish I could live, without dread or strife,
But if I did I'd have wasted my life.
Kasia Bereza

Rachae! Bolding Yr 12
16

Th. Locket
I found a small locket beneath the sand;
What items does it hold inside?
The light bouncing off in all directions,
Could it be precious, worthless, or just...
Should I disturb it?
Who knows what I would find?
A diary, a carving, precious stones.
I had all these in my mind.
As I stared it seemed to answer me.

Rachel Segal 7N

World War Three
My mother shook as she held my hand,
looked at my sister for reassurance and a smile,
Her expression puzzled as if she did not understand.
I looked at my father-he stood while
The television blurted out the news.
"Don't worry she said with a tear
Rolling gently down her cheek.
Father hugged us all, but I could see fear
In his eye, showing the future looked bleak
And many would lose the ones who were dear.
What started this all?
A harmful question, then a monstrous argument?
Being the smaller country we had to fall
At the mercy of their hands.
We could look forward to death; God's call.
Wasen Matti Yrll

Th. Subway
This story won the 'Write Away Competition', winning not
only £100 for the writer, but also £400 for the school.
It was late evening and the sky was turning black when
my Dad and I got off the bus and started to walk hand in
hand beside the busy road. The pavement sloped
downwards towards a subway, beyond which was our
house. You might expect a child of five or six to be scared
of such a dark tunnel beneath the ground, but it didn't
frighten me. I was past the phase of believing in monsters
and, despite repeated warnings from my parents and
teachers concerning speaking to strangers or accepting
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sweets from them, all grown-ups were good in my eyes. I
knew some rather nasty children, but adults were always
thereto sort things out. The news, with its daily reports of
crime, meant nothing to me: words like murder or mugging
were not part of my vocabulary.
So I approached the subway with no apprehension. To
my surprise, my Dad tightened his grip on my hand and
quickened his pace so that I had to almost run to keep up
with him.
I had been there before, in the day, but at night it was
quite different. The overhead lights had been broken,
and the crunching sound of our footsteps on the shattered
glass echoed sinisterly around the tunnel. As my eyes
adjusted to the dim light, I could just make out the puddles
on the ground and the graffiti on the grey, damp walls. I
didn't understand the writing, but one symbol in particular
caught my eye, for it had been repeated in many places
on the wall. It consisted of just two letters-'NF'
"What does 'NF' mean Daddy?" I asked, tugging at his
Sleeve, but my voice was drowned out by the sound of a
motorcycle entering the tunnel behind us. It sped closer
and closer until the roar of its engine was deafening,
making the snarls and threats of the riders
incomprehensible.
As I turned my head, the motorcycle swept past my side,
scraping my arm with its handlebar. I yelped in pain at
my scorched arm, while the riders raced away chuckling.
My Dad bent down to inspect my grazed and bleeding
arm anxiously. "Is it alright?" he asked. It felt like it was
on fire and my eyes were brimming with tears, but I nodded,
willing to say anything just to get away from this horrible,
horrible subway as quickly as possible.
We started walking again, but at the end of the subway,
illuminated in the glow of a streetlamp, were the two men,
sitting on their motorcycle menacingly, blocking our exit.
They growled at us angrily, their faces twisted into resentful
expressions, and occasionally shouted things I didn't
understand. Would they try to stop us getting out? Would
they ride straight at us again? My Dad sensed my
hesitation. "Just keep moving," he said ,"we'll be home
soon."
Sure enough, when we approached, the motorcycle drove
off, with a last few shouts. As we walked out of the subway,
relieved, some small stones flew through the air landing
at our feet.
"Why didn't those men like us?" I asked my Dad
"It was nothing.. .not important," he mumbled, not wanting
to ruin the faith I had in human nature. But it was too
late. The idealistic image in my head had been shattered.
Nahid Samsami 9H

c;ci
A-Level English
Language Conference

0

You may remember there were riots at Euston Station that
evening, nothing to do with us, of course.
We would like to thank Mrs Bray and Mrs do Costa for
accompanying us, and of course all the speakers.
Holly Harrison Yr 12

At 10:30am, the English groups met each other at Friends'
House, Euston. Most of us had already met at Ealing
Broadway Station, but for some reason unknown to us all,
we had decided to make the tube journey separately.
Anyway, we met, we got our tickets and we entered. Our
first speaker was S.Pirani, who was "Telling a sporting
tale". Hmmm... a speech on sporting journalism by
someone who wasn't a sporting journalist. I was worried
already. We soon discovered that this guy had a German
wife, so he had a bit of a bone to pick with the people
who write headlines Iike-"Hunbelievable". The next
speaker was Professor Cook, my favourite of the day.
Graffiti was his topic and it was extremely interesting. We
discovered that graffiti is defined as something which is
permanent, anonymous and done without permission in
a public place. Apparently, as long as people have been
literate, there has been graffiti - a famous example from
Pompeii is "Everyone writes on the walls but me". I could
go on, but there's the rest of the conference to write about.
After a short break, we returned to J. Shuttleworth's "Textual
Togetherness" and "Doing a Commentary" byA.Ross.

A Sonnet
When darkness folds and Mars shines its bright light
And the people stop and the cities sleep
I close my eyes and travel far tonight
To a place where I can see children weep
The battling butterflies in a windstorm
The roll of thunder, the almighty boom
Where the crystal raindrops gather and form
The lightening that flashes to seal your doom
The emerald gleam in the dragon's eye
And the howl of the wolves at the full moon
The ice cold blue of a winter's sky
The dawn of the morning that comes too soon.
While in the real world as in my dreams
Nothing and no-one is quite what it seems.
Olivia Yacoub Yr 12

Then it was lunchtime. For those of you who have never
been there, Friends' House is actually a Quaker meeting
house and so a place of worship, meaning that food must
not be eaten there. So off I wandered to Euston Square
Garden to eat. Too cold. I wandered into Euston Station,
no-where to sit. Hmmm... I ended up eating lunch by the
war memorial outside the station. By this time I was very
thankful to get back to the Friends House, to sit in the
warm and hear about the "Death of Slang" - Dr Upton.
His speech focused on the ideas that Standard English is
simply a dialect, and that slang, dialect and jargon are
all actually just language variation. We knew that already.
Next up was Prof. Hoey on words and poetry. This guy
should have won "Most Entertaining Speaker", as he was
so excited about his topic that he kept jumping around
and throwing his arms about. He also did a very good
John Cleese impression. Our last speaker was Dr Marley.
She was talking about language and gender and managed
to confuse us all by contradicting herself more than once,
and bringing up a personal grudge she has against her
brother-in-law. We left at 3:40, tired but with heads bursting
with information, and headed homewards to food and
warmth from Euston.

Elizabeth Danon Yr 12
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School
School is an alarm clock,
Being brought back to planet earth,
From dreams and fantasies
That will never become a reality.
School is a hurried breakfast,
Gulping down a glass of snow-white milk,
Then spilling it all over
Your brand new sparkling uniform.
School is a heavy bag,
Pulling you down as you stumble along,
Packed full of books
That we don't even need.
School is three flights of stairs,
Winding up and up,
Making you dizzy and
Never coming to an end.

Felicity Capon 7E

School is a sports lesson,
Getting changed in a darkness like midnight,
Where the lights of our locker-room have
Gone out for good.

Translations

School is lunch,
Queuing for eternity up endless flights of stairs,
Only to find two burgers and a
Garlic-bread left.

Tuesday, 2r1 May 2000, gathered at the school gates
were a
Range of students, awaiting a coach to the
performance of our

School is going home,
Sprinting to the bus stop,
Only to miss it by a second
Faster than you can say 'wait!'

A-Level text "Translations". A play about Ireland,
language and love,
None of us knew how this would be presented, or what
to expect of the
Show. It was well performed with superb acting, with
the growing

School is getting home,
Flopping onto your beloved bed,
And remembering that it's still
Only Monday...

Love between 2 main characters shown delicately and
pointedly.
Wei-Wei Wang 8N

At first it was hard coming to terms with characters
being "in
The flesh" and not in imagination alone, many of us
disappointed
In the portrayal of Sarah, and I myself finding
Owen far from what I had expected. However, thanks

"A poet can survive anything but a misprint."

to Mrs
Niko it was a wonderful evening, and we all returned
to home and
Sleep having had a great night out.
Martina Heap Yr 12
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The Junk Shop

-.'\

I looked curiously at the old junk store,
At the peeling paint on the walls and door,
Boring and bleak nest to the modern shops,
Not many people would think to stop.
)
I

------ ----ø
I walked into the dust-filled room,
Resembling an ancient tomb,
Mountains of stained, ripped tomes and documents,
Tarnished cutlery, charms and amulets,
Motheaten clothes, threadbare and drab,
I couldn't see anything I wanted to have.

-

But then my eyes fell on a case of jewellery,
And I saw the perfect gift for me,
A silver horse and a minute droplet of rain,
Suspended together on a matching chain,
Sparkling like fire amid the dirt and grime,
I knew I had to make it mine.

In My Brain

Alice Munro 6H

In my brain it's dark.
In my brain there are stars about,
In every star there's something new!
When I learn a thing that's new,
open up another star.
And when I need to bring it back
There is a key to the moon
To open up another idea.
The way I travel to and fro
Is flying high above it all.
Every planet takes care of my thoughts,
But the sun is my aim
And, when I have learnt everything,
I will touch the sun.

How Harry Horse
Learned to Jump

Sophia Griffin and Susie Shilling
4B

Harry did not like lumping so he walked like a human.
Mother and Father did not know what to do, they kept
on telling him "All horses can lump and do lump".
Harry knew that but he kept a secret from the family and
this is it.
The actual secret is that he does not know how to lump.
But he says "I know how to lump". He practised and
practised and at last he did it. He wanted to show Mum
and Dad but they were too busy watching television and
reading newspapers and eating crisps but he said
"Horses do not do that stuff", so they watched him and
were really proud
Anastasiya Gorodi/ora 7

Polar Bears
I have a white big teddy bear and if it was real I would
live in the arctic with my polar bear and if I went home
it might have its own babies. When I come back I will
be delighted to see so many babies that I would celebrate and have a party and I would invite everybody in
the whole class.
A/ice Wood 1/
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The First Men on
Mercury
stored out of the only window in the entire spaceship. All
I could see was the bleak emptiness of space, with stars
twinkling, and it felt as if they were teasing me, saying I
could never catch them. Apart from that, there was very
little else, except for the red dot that was to be our destination, Mercury! While I had been thinking, the communication radio crackled into life and was saying "Ground
control to the Galactic Explorer, are you receiving me.
Are you receiving me?
By
Loiti Trigle "Hello.., hello? "came a wobbly voice through
the radio communication system. "Receiving , 16. 00
hours, preparing to land on planet Mercury." The spaceship tilted and they came into view of Mercury. It was a
cold, greyish - green colour with a shadow slanting across
the surface. The ship landed with a thud that shook it for
nearly three minutes. As the first astronaut found himself
on the surface, he gazed around in wonder. From a distance it had been grey, but he now realised it was a bright
shade of blue, with cavernous craters stretching as for as
the eye could see. "All clear," he murmured slowly, as the
second astronaut made his way over. They both stared,
transfixed, up at the bleak darkness around them, the
planets glittering like nothing they'd ever seen.
Sabrina 3B

Etti Bailey-King 5L

My Puppy's Name
I would be so happy
If I were to have a puppy
And I would choose its name.
I could call itJippers
And he could get my slippers,
And then we would playa game.
Or I could call it Paul,
And he would catch my ball.
If only I had a puppy.
I may even call it Nick
And get him to fetch the stick.
Oh wouldn't I be happy
Tula Nansi 3B

Holly Bestwick 55

A Diplodocus lived long ago
It walked in the sun.
It had eyes as big as shiny party hats,
Skin as rough as a cow's tongue.
It had a neck as long as a giraffe's,
Its tail was as long as a curly sweet.
I am glad he didn't live in my street!
Holly Med forth 2S
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Giant Thunder
The sun came up
The moon came down
The giant got up in his golden gown
His yawn as loud as the wind.
His footsteps thundered down the stairs
While he clenched his fists in a ball
His face turned purple and red
His wife was still in bed!
His nostrils blew out a whirlwind
His fury went up to red
Make sure you don't come to this place
Surely you'll be dead!
Tula Anansi
Abigail Sands 40

A Messy tea at Mr
Grumpy's House

A Beautiful Place
My place is sunny with a clear blue sky and puffy cotton
wool clouds. The grass is fresh and green, with daisies
growing where a few strands of sunlight filter through
the tree canopy. A pony is galloping about in a distant
paddock, neighing happily. A brook flows steadily and
swiftly; birds bathe in it, their claws scratching the chalk
stone lining of the stream. Fish dart to and fro in
shoals, minnows and fish with bright, shiny gold scales.
A squirrel munches on a chestnut; he is cool and fresh
under the shade of a chestnut tree. The falling food
makes piles by him and the squirrel's tiny cheeks puff
out as he gobbles away. A wall of stone borders the
brook and the surface of the rocks shine with a coat of
water.Flowers sprout from the grass, buttercups and
daisies. Bees rest on them but they wouldn't dream of
stinging a soul. All is very peaceful ... o perfect place.
Holly Bestwick 5S
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One day Mr Grumpy was going to have tea. Suddenly
some children and animals appeared to come out from
behind the bushes. "Are you going to have tea soon?"
said the children. "Yes, I am," said Mr Grumpy, "Can
we come as well?" they all said. "Yes, if you do what I
ask you to," said Mr Grumpy. So they all went into the
little cottage. They all said what they wanted and they
had it on their plates in no time. Suddenly
the pig
gobbled, the goat bit the chair leg, the dog stopped
eating and chased the cat, the children stopped eating
and played 'IT' on the table. All the animals (but not
the calf) trampled and knocked all the plates over
and
SMASH!!!! The calf was a good little fellow
and did whatever Mr Grumpy said. "SHUSH," shouted
Mr Grumpy. "THAT'S ENOUGH!" shouted Mr Grumpy
again. The whole mayhem froze (which were the
animals) but not the calf. "Clean up this mess
NOWW!" said Mr Grumpy. So even the calf cleaned
up. All the children got cloths, sponges, scrubbing
brushes and bowls of soapy water and gave everyone
one of them and everyone cleaned until it was spick
and span. The goat got some glue and stuck the plates
back together again. The pig, well he was very helpful
and scrubbed all the food off the ground. The calf
washed all the plates, knives and spoons. The dog, cat
and the rabbit ate all their and the children's food up
and then gave the plates to the calf to wash. The
children got hold of the hoover and plugged it in and
started to hoover up. The cat and dog (again) cleaned
the cups and saucers and so on. Soon, Mr Grumpy
was very happy. They all said good-bye and went home
to have a rest.
Natalie Neil 2H

Park Lodge Farm

HELP!
NO IT'S NOT
FUNiJYO!!
'f- ANON YMOUS MEMBER
OF THE GROUP

On the 201h March 2000, year 7 picked up their wellies
and waterproof jackets and prepared themselves for a
day of jumping in mud and looking at cute little lambswell, it's a tough job but someone's got to do it.
Year 7's faces were full of excitement as the coach pulled
up to the parking area. We were greeted by the farm
manager, Mr Millich, who explained the safety rules to
us, and then sent us on our way. Next on the
agenda.. measuring slope angles! Yes it might sound
strange but nevertheless, we set off with our home made
clinometers (basically a protractor stuck on a piece of
cardboard) and got measuring those slopes like true
professionals.
Afterthis was the trail, where we jumped in muddy puddles,
climbed over fences, and fought our way through trees.

Catherine Go/dsmid Yr 12

Isle of Wight or Isle of
Fright?
With the turn of the new millennium, the geography
deportment were inspired to take its year 12 A-Level
students to a place never previously visited by NHEHS The Isle Of Wight! It was on this very Island where the cliff
structure of anticlines and synclines combined with
antecedent rainfall and unconsolidated rock caused the
fateful incident illustrated to occur. Luckily, the depth of
our geographical understanding and the efficiency of our
co-operation and team work (once we managed to stop
laughing) enabled us to save the anonymous member of
the group from a muddy end!
Despite the odd mishap, our fieldwork skills and pool
playing improved immensely by the end of the trip and we
returned to Ealing with bags full of muddy clothes and
heads full of new ideas.
Many thanks to Miss Cohen for organising this trip and
putting up with our very particular eating habits and
various allergies to the Isle Of Wight.
Khadijah Elshayya! and Victoria Kienz/er Yr12
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By the end of it, I'm sure everyone was worn out and
counting the minutes until they would be re-united with
their lunch.
After lunch, what did we do? Well, we went and sat in the
farm house and watched Eastenders while munching huge
amounts of chocolate... .dream on! No, it was back to
farm life for us. We were shown the 335 cows and 230
sheep, and then were taken to the milking parlourto watch
the cows being milked - and let me tell you, watching a
cow do its "business" right after lunch is not a good idea.
However, despite all the challenges for us city girls, the
day was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Many thanks to the
Geography department for organising this excellent trip.
Liana Gregorians 7E

Year 9 Trip to the
Chilterns.
On Monday 20th September, Year 9 set off to the Chilterns
to investigate settlement hierarchies in the surrounding
areas. As it was pouring with rain, we decided not to stop
at the view point on Watlington Hill where we were
supposed to draw field sketches of the landscape, so after
a long drive, we arrived in the wet village of Nettlebed.
On with our raincoats and out with our clipboards! Being
a group of the hardy variety, we were undaunted by the
weather, as we trudged along the main road before splitting
up into groups to draw a land use map of Nettlebed.
Mission accomplished, we drove onto the village of Stoke
Row. Again we carried out housing surveys and made
another land use map. With smudged ink on our soaking
worksheets, we then found our way back to the coach

IhTm~co~ M,PQ(~)O
and went onto our final destination -the town of Henley.
Unfortunately, it was still raining outside, so we had to
have lunch on the coach. We soon began our surveys
and traffic and pedestrian counts and when we had
finished the tasks, including terrorising and interrogating
innocent locals about their shopping habits, we walked
back to Henley station, where we boarded the coach for
the final time and departed for home.
As rain almost stopped play, we were very fortunate to
have been able to see as much as we did. Despite the
awful weather, we all had a great time. Nexf time though,
go in the summer!

Emma Ketley 9E

Geography club
This year we, the hardworking geography secretaries, ran
a geography club for the year 7s. Every Wednesday lunch
time a group of 20 committed year7s met for half an hour
of fun-filled frolics with a geographical theme.
The year kicked off with a treasure hunt around the school,
complete with edible prizes. Chocolate also featured heavily
as rewards for those girls who demonstrated high levels of
geographical knowledge in numerous quizzes on Europe,
landforms, map skills and capital cities. Perhaps the year's
highlight was the hugely successful world food day where
we were treated to Polish sweets, Turkish delicacies and
the highly questionable Australian celery and peanut buffer
hors d'oeuvres.
We wish next year's Geography secretaries success with
their version of Geography club.
Elizabeth Fox and Emma Rowbotham Yr13

Glimpse Into the
Wilderness
Miss Cohen has written a Geography text book
with Ian Flintoff titled "Managing wilderness
regions". We caught up with her to gain a further
insight into the new book.
So Miss Cohen, what was your main source of
inspiration for the book?
Well, with text books like this, the publishers have a clear
idea of what they want, which fits in with the A-Level
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syllabus that they are targeting. As a result, it's not really
inspiration, more meeting the demands as they have been
set out. However, ideas of what to include came from
available articles and research and what would be
interesting to teach.
How long was it until it was finally completed?
The time scale was very tight. The original plans had tobe
submitted to the publishers in August and the whole book
had to be completed by January, so approximately 5
months.
Can it be found in the library? And where is it
available to buy?
It can be found in our library. As with most text books, it
needs to be ordered from most bookshops rather than it
being kept in stock.
Do you have any plans to write another book in
the future?
No plans at present although I very much enjoyed the
research and writing and would like to do more.
Could you give us an idea of the work that went
into the actual production of this book?
In addition to the research and writing, all the annotated
maps had to be drawn by us and they were very time
consuming. The publishers have artists who put your ideas
into print, and it is very exciting to see your hand drawn
maps converted into a neat page in a book. Unfortunately
the production costs are always on a tight budget so we
had to decide on what we should colour and what should
be left as black and white. Alternate pages were colour
and the impact of some of the photos is reduced because
they had to be in black and white.
Victoria Kienzler and Eva Szteinduchert Yr 12
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Managing
Wilderness
Regions

Ian Fl zntoff . Sally Cohen

Each of us had our own camel, to which we gave a name
ranging from "Stanley" to "Evil Doris" to the
unpronounceable. Despite popular opinion, camels don't
actually smell or spit (although one person did have a
slobbering camel) so we were all very sad when the three
days were up and we had to say goodbye to them. During
the camel trek, there were plenty of opportunities to slide
down sand dunes in our bivi bags - unfortunately that
was one activity that the teachers didn't participate in.

Sinai 1999
Trying to find a fashionable collection of clothes ranging
from cotton shirts to fleeces and woolly hats was by no
means an easy task- in fact it was impossible, so when a
group of year 1 O and 12s arrived outside school on
Thursday 28th October, all were anxious to get to a country
where fashion was of little importance (as canbe seen by
the photo).
Having made it to Gatwick and through customs with
only one teacher having to undergo a body search, we
boarded the plane to Sinai, making sure that we ate all
the food we could as we were a bit unsure of what, or
more importantly, how much food we'd be given over the

On the fifth day in the desert, we started our climb up Mt.
Sinai. After climbing up the mountain and the 790 steps
through St. Steven's arch, we made it to the top where the
view was, needless to say, spectacular. Once we made it
down Mt. Sinai (with no serious injuries), the thought of a
night in a hotel was a very welcome one, even if the showers
were located in a slightly unusual place - just above the
toilets!
St Catherine's Monastery was the destination for our last
full day in Sinai, where we saw the burning bush and were
taken behind the iconostasis in the church, something
not usually permitted. After leaving the Monastery and
the Egyptian that kissed one of the year 1 Os after muttering
something about marriage, we spent our final night under
the stars. On waking up the next day, we were driven to
the coast of Aqaba where having dubiously exchanged
our passports for snorkels and masks, (temporarily of
course), we went snorkelling to look at the coral reefs and
coloured fish. Having thanked Mohammed for his
wonderful cooking and Amr for being our guide, we
boarded the plane for London having had an amazing
week. Thank you to Janina from Wind, Sand and Stars
for organising the trip and to Mrs Phillips, Miss Cohen
and Mrs Conroy for accompanying us.

Victoria Kienzler Yr 12

next eight days.
Once in Sinai, our vast quantities of luggage were tied to
the roof racks of the jeeps and despite our fears that it
would all fall off, we drove into the desert for our first night
of sleeping under the stars.
After a long but scenic walk along the bottom of a canyon
on the first day, sleeping bags looked a welcome sight
and we were advised to make the most of them, as the
next three days we were to go camel trekking.
At the top of Mount Sinai
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The Crusades

An Alien's View of
History
Report filed on DP Fawking, Earth year 2000
By: Captain Lanxang of the Interplanetary Expeditionary
Force.
Report Title: Earth and the Study of History
During the duration of my survey on the planet Earth, my
team and I encountered the bizarre concept of 'history'.
'History', and the study thereof seems to fascinate humans,
and as I have observed, it occupies advanced amounts
oftheirtime during their incubation period of 11-13 years,
after their basic nurturing period. The young earthlings
are rounded up by the elders of their flocks and hustled
into large buildings where it is thought that higher beings
known as "The Educators" mercilessly pump information
into the young earthlings' brains.
Research into a small group of these young creatures
assisted our exploration in this field. Several mind-probing
sessions revealed that 'history' is the study of events in the
past. Nothing as macabre as this has ever been attempted
in the known universe, so we now know the human race
to be an anomaly.
The creatures probed offered several explanations as to
how this 'history' might be of use. A popular belief was
that, instead of forgetting about the actions of their
ancestors, humans might learn from their good example
and mistakes, in order that they might lead their lives in a
better way. This novel idea surprised many of the team,
who had never encountered anything so bizarre before.
Many and varied were the ideas expressed as to why
'history' could be applied usefully in later life Many
earthlings' brain-waves indicated a desire to retain the
skills learnt in 'history', so that the some skills could be
applied in later life. Skills suggested were analytical skills,
the ability to distinguish between 'bias' and 'fad', debating
and argumentative skills (which do not seem to need much
work anyway; a report is to be commissioned into the
question of why humans seem to be naturally aggressive)
and finally, general literary skills learnt from the neverending cycle of 'essay writing' that the elders of the flock
see fit to put their young through.
.

This report concludes that, although the method in which
information is relayed to young earthlings is relatively harsh
(compared to the Zibbian method of electronic information
pumping), it is altogether worthwhile as the incubating
earthling is left with skills that will stay with it for the rest of
its short life span.
Christina Kenny 1 OH
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The Crusades were a series of wars which took place between the early Twelfth Century up until the end of the
Thirteenth. They were centred around the issue of Jerusalem, "The Holy Land", which both Christians and Muslims regarded to be rightfully theirs. Here are some extracts from "The Crusades, A Play in Four Monologues"
showing four perspectives on the wars.
Pope Urban 11 (1105)
I was so excited, but nervous at the same time. I don't
know how I can explain it. I knew that many of us would
die, and that was what made me nervous, but those who
did die would go straight to heaven and God would save
the rest of the people who had come. But the main reason
why I was excited was because I was actually doing something physical to do with God. Well, it wasn't actually just
that. It was the idea of beating someone. Gaining power
over something, even if I had to share that power with the
rest of the Christians. It was only the idea of power that
thrilled me. I had had it all worked out: we would go over
to Jerusalem, that is me and the rest of the Christians who
were going to fight in the crusade, then we would fight the
Turk. We would defeat them (of course) because we had
God on our side, and then leave our newly owned land
to return home in glory.
Saladin (1187)
My Muslim army is much larger than that of the Crusader,
Richard the Lionheart from England. This war is holy for
me too. My brave men are prepared to die, as Richard
saw at the Battle of Arsuf: more than seven thousand of
my brave warriors found death and glory in the evening
dust of the battlefield. I think Richard only lost seven hundred, one man to ten of mine.
After the baffle I wrote to the English king who demanded
the biggest prize of all: the holy city of Jerusalem. "You
must understand, the city is as holy to us as it is to you: it
is even more important to us, because it was there that
our prophet made his miraculous journey. It is therefore
out of the question for us Muslims to abandon it. As for
territory, this land has always been ours, and your occupation is always temporary."
Mathilda, age 12 (1212)
There we were, plodding along to Jerusalem and absolutely bursting with confidence. Everyone was so excited
to be there, to fight, to belong.... It was great fun because
we all made many new friends. But we also knew exactly
why we were going: because God's land needed to be
saved from evil people, evil Turks.
I myself am not such a strong believer in God. I mean, I
do believe but I don't believe in all the stories. I go to

church, but not every Sunday. But you may ask yourself,
why am I going? Well I'll tell you, I figured that if I went on
this Crusade, like Pope Urban II said, all my sins will be
forgiven and I thought that now is the time to show God
that I actually do care... I'll explain to you exactly what
happened; all the children that went on this crusade were
deeply religious (except me of course). So when they came
to the sea they believed that it would dry up for them in front
of their very eyes lust like the Red Sea had dried up in front
of Moses and the Israelites. How foolish can a child get....
The ones who did not drown died of starvation or got sold
into slavery in Africa. Barely any of them got away.

argued so persuasively that they captured many votes
during this process.
The next motion took place at Christmas - "Does Father
Christmas exist?" This tugged at the heart-strings of Year
Sevens everywhere, who naturally felt very protective over
their great saint.

The third motion took place lust before the third millennium,
and the chosen topic was "This house believes that the
world will end at the Millennium". This was argued
convincingly on both sides, with each quoting various
sources, including Nostradamus and the Bible.
George (a knight) (1295)
On Valentine's Day - "This house believes in love at first
I was with the Seventh, the last one. We lost Acre, the port in sight", was argued very convincingly. As ever, there was
the north of Palestine to the Muslims in 1291 - the last Chris- no room to move, and several teachers were forced to
tian city. I have talked to quite a few historians since I came wait in the doorway.
home, crippled and grey, having lost many of my friends in
The fifth and final motion was to prove a clash of the
the battles we lost. The historians say yes, it was worth it Titans. The title was "This house believes that Posh and
look at what we gained: maybe not the Holy Land, not for
Becks are icons of our society", and arguing the motion
long anyway.
were Miss Wailer and Miss Clark against the formidable
They say we have gained experience, not lust at warfare, but
Mrs Butcher and Miss Wade. it became apparent that
at trading. We have added many new words to our lanMiss Wade is a HUGE David Beckham fan and was
guage, coming from the Arabic, such as sugar, damask
oblivious to any criticism of him. Miss Clark developed a
and alchemy. The Muslims knew much more about maths
talent for sarcasm not seen since the days of Mrs Lohneis,
than we did; we learned so much from them that we even
as well as a scary liking for the words "really" and
started to use their number system.
"petulant". Miss Wailer found time in between breaking
the speed of sound to slip in a David Beckham loke. Mrs
It all started with a speech by Pope Urban II in 1095, long
Butcher argued passionately for peace and love, and
before I was born. He called for a Holy War, and tens of
repeated the phrase "social strata" once or twice. She
thousands of people volunteered. Some were very relialso attempted to convince the Year tens that football has
gious, others like me were sinners who wanted to be forreplaced religion and high culture like opera nad theatre.
given. And some I met were lust bored at home and wanted
We would like to thank the professionals for showing all
adventure.
of us amateurs how debating should be done. Thank you
My children had grown up while I had been away and
for all who have debated or attended debates, and lastly
they are bored by my stories of the last baffles. I do not
a huge thank you to Miss Wailer for setting up the
think there will ever be another Holy War. At least, I hope
enormously successful debating society.
SO.

Helena Rea 7E

The Debating Society
In the beginning there was anarchy. Various crowds of
Year 9 and above would wander the school, looking for
fights (verbal of course). Year 10 classrooms became
centres of such topical debates as abortion, AIDS, the
etiquette of dining, and the (dubious) attraction of
celebrities such as Ronan Keating and Cohn Firth.
Then came the head of history. The head of history was
Miss Wailer. Miss Wailer surveyed the chaotic landscape
of the school, and decided that a debating society was
the only way to promote good karma widely. Thus was the
debating society instated, and Miss Ashley and the teachers
saw that it was good. The first debate was the motion:
"This house believes that girls' schools need boys"- a
much pondered subject by all those involved. Thankfully
the affair ended without violence, with the motion for
winning by a landslide victory, although the other side
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Phi/li Boyle and K/ara Patterson Yr 10

Judith Atim 9N
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Back in time..e uh...
and the future!

The Visit of A Lifetime!
Destination: The Houses of Parliament.
The Brave Explorers: Year 12 History and Politics students.
Date: 13 September 1999.
We bravely left the school building at lunch time to experience the adventure of a lifetime, kindly organised for us
by Mrs. Patterson. This was to change the whole course
of our lives (i.e. we would know a bit more about politics!!)
Surprisingly, we all arrived on time at Westminster and
were led into a large, ominous room where our tour began. We had the great privilege of watching a video,
introducing to us concepts of English politics. We were
then spoken to by a Conservative MP who seemed to
hold quite non-opinionated views (NOT!!!)
Later, we were led through the House of Lords where many
of us speculated on the exact value of the Queen's throne,
only to be suspiciously watched by guards! From here, we
moved into the House of Commons where a few of us
became more decided about where our futures would lead
US.
As a last landmark, the tour led us to the step where Charles
I was executed.
And so ended our memorable journey to the centre of
British politics.

The clock starts to chime, tick tock,
We all brace ourselves for what is to come
Or what has already been.
Screams and shouts not normally heard from Victorian
ladies
And yells from posh businessmen.
Then back again to another world
With new sights and secrets to be unfurled,
Back to the time of lords and ladies
And peasants galore.
Cartwheeling jesters with the King and Queen
Strangely lacking table manners.
And so we go on to what the future holds
With more laughter and fun!

Alice ter Haar and Rosemary Rockel
7N

Olivia Thomas and Khadi/ah E!shayyal Yr 12

History Feasts
During this year there has been a series of History Feasts.
The first was the Medieval Feast. At the first Feast there
were many entertainers. There were plays including 'George
and the Dragon. The second was the Victorian Christmas
Feast. At this Feast there was a lucky dip and everyone
received a present. This jolly Feast included many Christmas
Carols. The third was a Home Front Feast. There were
readings about the Second World War. For all three of
these Feasts amazing and brilliant costumes have been
composed. And finally the fourth was a Futuristic Feast. I
think that everyone who went to a Feast thoroughly enjoyed
it. I know I did.

Memory is the diary that we all carry about with us.
Kirsty Robson 7N
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BY APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH
THE OU FEN MOTHER
DRAPER AND FURNISHER

BY APPOINIMI NI TO
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE PRINCE OF WALES
DRAPER AND FURNISHER

Shop around.
Go to
Peter Jones,,
Another new school term looms, so you may be

school clothes are selected to be durable, practical

planning a visit to Peter Jones for your child's school

and easy to care for. We also stock school shoes,

uniform. Fortunately, time doesn't change everything.

bags, stationery and even computers: everything, in

Peter Jones remains never knowingly undersold so

fact, that your children need. And our expert staff

you can rely on us for the best value. These standards

will be on hand to offer advice and assistance. School

apply just as strongly to official Notting Hill & Ealing

terms may come and go but rest assured Peter Jones'

High School uniform as any other of our goods. All our

terms don't; we are never knowingly undersold.

A JOHN LEWIS DEPARTMENT STORE. TELEPHONE 0171 730 3434
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Welcome to the
Christian Union
section.
We are currently a group of about 10 girls from different
years, led by members of the sixth form, who meet together
every Thursday lunchtime. Conversations can range from
topics as Biblical as God-given gifts to, more frequently,
who did what last weekend. Whatever we may be talking
about, our shared faith provides a comfortable
environment, where anyone can feel free to bring up
questions or anxieties. This year we took the opportunity
to wear silly Father Christmas hats and go carol singing i
St. David's home. The residents there seemed to enjoy it,
which was gratifying to see, but I didn't realise how
exhausting it would be. The orange squash at the end
soothed our dry throats and we went on to have our own
little Christmas party.

first lecture which was on Euthanasia and given by Dr
Frye. Talks on the Design Argument and Conscience by
Dr Peter Vardy (author of our text-books in case you're
interested) followed before we were let loose on the streets
of Westminster in an attempt to find lunch. Fully sustained
we returned to the hail for further lectures on Omniscience,
Deontology and Life After Death. The amount of
philosophy that needed to be taken in was immense, but
questions like whether we were a deontologist, a teleologist
or a nice fluffy pink in between would have to wait. The
tube trains however wouldn't, so with our brains full of
interesting, unanswerable questions, we left to return back
to our own little lives in the more practical world.
Great thanks must go to Mrs Geary-Jones who made the
entire thing possible.
Martina Heap Yr 12

Last spring term we were fortunate in having a guest
speaker from the London Arab Church to talk to us. Samhi
was an Egyptian who fled from his home country, where
he was suffering from persecution because of his faith.
Hearing about the things that Christians in Egypt suffer
because of their faith made us realise how lucky we are to
have the freedom we do in this country. Towards the end
of the Spring term, we decided to express this freedom by
accepting the invitation to take an assembly. It is a nerveracking experience to stand up and share with 900 people
what you believe, but I managed it and hopefully didn't
come across as too serious!
Joanna Hereward Yr 12

Religious Studies
Conference
I know it may seem like the sixth form do nothing but go
on conferences, but that is not strictly true, (we do
occasionally sit in the common rooms drinking coffee),
but on the 24th November in the case of the year 12 and
13 RS groups, it was perfectly correct.
The day started at 9.45 at Ealing Broadway station and
not so much as a delay made our journey unpleasant.
On spotting the millennium wheel, we dutifully made plans
to scale it in protest (although none of us were sure of
what we were protesting against).
We reached Westminster Central Hall just in time for the
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After the talk, we were taken to the Inner Sanctum, which
is where the images of the deities are (Murtis). This part of
the temple was stunning. The carvings outside did not
compare to the ones in here. The pillars holding up the
ceiling were carved in exquisite detail, but the carvings on
the ceiling were the real masterpiece.
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After looking at the exhibition we were all gathered and
taken back to the Inner Sanctum so that we could watch
the Hindu ceremony, Arti. During the Arti, a candle is lit
and waved around the Murtis, while a song is sung. Other
Hindus in the room loined in the singing and there was a
great sense of peace. Near the end of the service, a dish
was passed around, so that Hindus could donate some
money towards the Mandir.
That was the end of the trip to the Mandir. It was a very
worthwhile experience and I would recommend it to
anybody, whether they are a Hindu or not, as it is a
wonderful experience. Thank you to Mrs Geary-Jones for
organising this trip.
Saba Shafi 8N

Saba Shaft 8N

Our Trip to the
Neasden Mandir
On the 25" March 2000, Year 8 went to Neasden Mandir.
It was breathtaking! The huge architectural wonder was
in the middle of busy roads and grey buildings and it was
like entering India itself. I had been there once before on
a similar school trip but it seemed even more amazing
than I remembered.
We went straight into the Haveli, which was the biggest to
be built in hundreds of years and as a sign of respect, we
had to take our shoes off and wear trousers before we
would be allowed to wander around. The first place we
visited was the prayer Hall, so that we could listen to a
talk about the Mandir as well as Hinduism itself. I learnt
that the whole building was made mostly of marble,
limestone and wood and that no iron and steel was used
to secure it. Natural light was used as much as possible,
which was the reason of the nine skylights above us.
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Notting Hill goes
Roman
Three members of Legion XlllI visited Notting Hill and
Ealing High School recently to give demonstrations
on Roman life to the school's Latin students. Legion
Xllll are involved in educational events of a Classical
nature at schools and museums throughout the
country.
Marcus the centurion and Caius the standard bearer
drilled a considerable number of recruits to an
impressive level of military discipline
Antonia Sabina, the freedwoman, gave
demonstrations of how to dress and beautify as
Roman lady. Very few of her audience appeared to
be aware that for years they had been eating dried
beetles in their Smarties and M&Ms, and were
horrified when Antonia applied cochineal as a very
effective form of lipstick.
Everybody, including the Romans, appeared to enjoy
the afternoon.

Rosalind Bailey

Year 8 trip to
Fishbourne and Butser
Ancient Farm
We went to see some Roman remains;
It was fun, although it rained.
We looked at all the tiles;
The tiles went on for miles.
It must have taken a long time
Because the details were so fine.
Then we went out in the rain;
The garden was nice all the some.
We ate our lunch.
Munch, munch, munch.
Then we went to a Celtic farm.
It was great, and Laurie made a mateA goat called Toast.
We all got muddy, but
Thought it was funny, then
Meneesha fell in a hole.
All in all
We had a wonderful day
And we all wished we could stay.
Sophie Holmes and Zoe We//man 8E
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Hans Woyda
Hi again, and welcome to this year's update on Hans
Woyda. For those of you who don't know what Hans
Woyda is, let me lust fill you in. Hans Woyda is a
mathematical competition where one school plays against
another, answering mind-boggling questions in a set
amount of time. In each match there are seven rounds,
including Mental Arithmetic, Calculator and Team rounds.
There are four members in each team, ranging from Years
9-13. This year's team for NHEHS was:

Year 11: Solve the equation

24

=

2.4

3x + 2
Year 12: Given that y
terms of y.

=

1

Express x in

x+ 2
Year 13: Evaluate sin26O + sin23O
Answers: 165°,8/3, 1/y-2, 1

Year 9- Philippa Garland and Nahrid Samsani
Year 11 Meera Ladwa and Alice Cave
Year 12- Hatty Leung and Sharmila Mohanathas
Year 1 3-Jessica Booth and Madeline Squire

Sharmila Mohanathas Yr 12

-

Our first game was away, against Claremont High. We
left school and packed into the cars of Mrs Wright and
Mrs Griffiths, armed with supporters and, of course, the
trusty A-Z. After we finally arrived at Claremont (and after
eating a number of cakes and biscuits given as
refreshments) the match started. The match was very close,
with Notting Hill leading at the beginning, but
unfortunately at the nail-biting climax, Notting Hill lost,
with the score finishing at 35-28 to Claremont. The team
that played were Philippa, Meera, Hatty and Jessica.
The next game was supposed to be against Queensmead
High, but surprisingly they withdrew from the competition.
Maybe they were too terrified to face us again after we
beat them last year! Anyway, with the number of schools
in our particular group reduced to three, the chance of us
qualifying was slim. Still, we gathered our spirits and
looked towards our next match, which was against Preston
Manor, at home. This match was very lively and
competitive, especially between Years 12 and 13 from both
schools. However, with the excellent leadership from
Madeline, NHEHS gained top marks in the Team question
and won comfortably, with the score finishing at 31 -19 to
NHEHS. The team that played were Madeline, Sharmila,
Alice and Nahid.
A great big thanks to the whole team, for your time and
effort and a special thanks must go out to the Maths
teachers, especially Mrs Griffiths, because without their
support, time (and cars), none of this would have been
possible. So time to end this year's update and maybe
next year will be our year to win the Hans Woyda Maths
Competition.
Here's a sample of the type of questions we have to answer.
See if you can answer them within 30 seconds.
Year 9: Find the obtuse angle between the hands of a
clock at half past two.
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The UK Senior
Mathematical
Challenge
On Tuesday 9th November 1999 sixth formers from all
over the United Kingdom took part in the Senior
Mathematical Challenge organised by the United Kingdom
Mathematics Trust. In our school it was voluntary, but
strangely enough there were still people participating. The
Challenge is similar to a multiple choice maths test, but
without calculators, measuring equipment or squared
paper. The questions are based on the application of
knowledge rather than regurgitating what has been learnt
in maths lessons. This meant that we didn't have to revise
for the Challenge (a very good thing) but our brains were
tested to their maximum ability (not a good thing because
it was the first day back from a two week half term break).
Gold, Silver and Bronze certificates are given to those
participants who do especially well.
So there we were; three year 1 2s and five year 13s at the
beginning of break waiting for Mrs Critcherto come into
the room and hand out the dreaded test papers. Then in
she came with a pile of the Challenge papers and a packet
of chocolate biscuits. If we weren't too keen on doing the
Challenge, the sight of the biscuits soon changed our
minds. Mrs Critcher read through the rules which were
basically "don't guess the answer because you'll probably
lose marks for doing so". We were given 90 minutes to
get on with it. So I opened up the Challenge paper and
the first few questions weren't so bad, but as I was doing
the paper I soon realised that the firstfew questions became
progressively harder. Then the thought "why did I volunteer
to do this?" kept popping up in my head over and over.

OMEO D1(:DmDC0 G- Go
P1 Club
After 90 minutes of scribbling illegible numbers and notes
over multiple sheets of rough paper, Mrs Critcher told us
to put our pens down and collected up the answer papers.
An air of relief filled the room and then we all tucked into
our yummy chocolate biscuits. I realise I must sound
strange to the non-maths lovers out there, but it really was
enjoyable. I'd like to thank Mrs Critcher for organising
the event for us, and for those who would like a taste of
the Challenge here area few of the questions that were on
the paper.

Pi club is very interesting and exciting. You can make
various different models and do activities. It meets once
a week and you don't have to be brilliant at maths.
Throughout the year we have made many 3-D shapes/
models and had satisfying results at the end. P1 club is
a lot of fun and welcome to anybody.
Emily Donovan & Aisling McSweeney 8E

Hotly Leung Yr 12
1. Two numbers differ by 9 and have a sum 99. What is
the ratio of the larger number to the smaller?
A 5:4 B 6:5
C 7:6
D 8:7
E 9:8
2. What is the largest number of Sundays that there can
be in any one year?
A50 B51 C52 D53 E54
3. The ratio of Jon's age to Jan's age is 3:1. Three
years ago the ratio was 4:1. In how many years time
will the ratio be 2:1?
D12
A3 B6 C9

Maths Lecture: 'Why
we are not all called
Smith?'
How many mathematicians does it take to buy a tube
ticket? Answer: five - four to calculate algebraically the
cheapest combination of tickets and one to seek assistance
from a friendly Underground attendant, who was able to
set our confused minds at ease. It was Monday 28"
September, and the five of us were going to see a Maths
lecture entitled 'Why are we not all called Smith?' and
also the presentation of the Mathematics Olympiad medals.
Both Alice Cave and Payel Dos did extremely well in the
Intermediate Mathematics Olympiad, with Payel scoring
maximum marks in the first round of the competition and
Alice getting through several difficult stages to be invited
to the maths summer school. Here she was amongst some
of the best mathematicians for her age group, and she
found it a very enjoyable week.
Due to Ms Critcher's handy formula for calculating the
time of any tube tourney, we managed to arrive at the
Royal Institute at exactly 5 o'clock when the speeches were
to start. The six team members of the senior Olympiad
team told us about their experience in the international
mathematics competition which took place in Bucharest
in Romania. They had done much preparation for this

prestigious event, and had spent hours working on
extremely difficult problems. The six of them had been
carefully selected through a series of challenging rounds
in the Maths Olympiads and were the crème de la crème
of maths students in my age group. They showed off their
extreme mathematical ability by answering every question
posed byDrTom Kamer in his following lecture.
The lecture itself was not too mathematical as there was a
range of abilities in the audience. Dr Kamer covered some
interesting topics and paradoxes, looking at how
populations become extinct or multiply over time. He
explained this well by showing that if the person in front of
you in a post office queue is your mum, for example, and
each successive person is the daughter of the one before,
then, with the rate of serving equal to the rate of people
joining the queue, the queue will disappear but after an
infinite length of time. The queue of mothers and daughters
represents a line of descendants in a particular race.
Although he did not conclude too well the reasons why
we were not all called Smith, it was still an interesting
lecture, well worth coming for.
We headed straight back to Ealing on the tube, although
Ms Critcher's tube journey formula broke down slightly
when we came across unforeseen delays in the rush hour.
We hope to emulate the success in the Olympiads in future
years and hopefully get more Notting Hill girls into further
rounds. Obviously this year was a particularly good one
for Alice and Payel, whilst I was just satisfied by being
invited to this special presentation at the Royal Institute.
Jessica Booth Yr 13
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German Trip to
Koblenz
It was cold, dark and really early. Everyone had arrived
on time, well almost everyone. . . surprisingly the teachers
were the lost to arrive, yet this was a trend that we were to
become accustomed to over the course of the week!
German students from Years 10, 11 , 12 along with Mrs
Singer, Mr Quarmby, Miss Lee, Miss Clark and Mrs Baker
made up the party. After a long day of travelling we arrived
at our hotel on the outskirts of Koblenz. The hotel was
conveniently situated next to a train track. You would never
complain about living under the Heathrow flight path
again after a night here! We took extremely well to the
German cuisine: Sarah was ill on the first night and
Yasmine was in bed for most of the week! However enough
of my sarcasm. During the three days that we were not
actually travelling, we managed to get a real taste of the
German Rhineland culture. We visited castles, shopping,
a chocolate factory, shopping, wine tasting and you
guessed it more shopping. The trip was also particularly
educational - we learnt that German weather was not
altogetherthat different from our own, rain / wind / cold
as well as learning more about the language itself.
But what about the night life I hear you ask . . . Well,
being situated on the other side of the river from the town
we would have had great difficulty in getting anywhere
but the hotel bar. What on ingenious way of keeping an
eye on the devious sixth form!
The only real hitch of the trip was the ferry journey returning
to Dover. We endured being thrown about in gale force
conditions across the channel, to be told we would have
to stay out at sea for an extra hour as there was no space
for us in the port. Welcome back to England!
Many thanks to the staff for putting up with us that week,
especially Mrs Singer for organising the whole trip.
Stephanie Price Yr12

The Year 9 Trip to
Barcelona in October
1999
After a tiring day of travelling and eating exotic plane
food, we all collapsed in our hotel bedroom, not
knowing what was in store for us.
On our first day the teachers tried to exhaust us all, so
that we wouldn't stay up all night. Sorry teachers, you
failed! That day we visited the "Pedrera" building, which
is devoted to Gaudi's strange sculptures. We also
visited Gaudi's GUell Parc, which was a, yes you
guessed it, a park devoted to Gaudi's sculptures and
mosaics. We then went to visit the Olympic Stadium
where a festival was going on. On the way back, we
saw an amazing, illuminated fountain that changed
shape and colour every few minutes. You may think
that this doesn't sound like a tiring day, but I haven't
mentioned the huge amounts of walking in between.
On Sunday, we visited the cathedral and the Picasso
Museum, which mainly exhibited his less famous pieces
and more of his so-called "doodles". The best bit of the
trip was when we went shopping at the port shopping
centre. After about two hours inside, we came out with
vast amounts of bags. This was followed by a cold and
windy boat trip that lasted an hour. We came out looking
like Harold from 'Neighbours' had styled our hair! We
got off the boat and WEHAY, we went shopping again!
Then we went to the aquarium, acted like 6 year aids and
came back for dinner.
Also during our trip, we visited "Las Ramblas", which is a
long street with lots of stalls and cafés along it, "El Corte
Ingles" - a huge department store, and "Sephora" - a
huge and expensive cosmetics shop.
All in all, year 9 agreed that this trip was well worth the
money and if you get a chance you must go - it was great
fun.
Thank you to Mrs Geary-Jones, for making sure we didn't
get lost or hurt. Thank you to Mrs Lawrence for entertaining
us with her getting lost ability, and also making sure that
we were alright. Lastly, thank you to Mrs Gerlis, for taking
up so much of her time to organise the whole trip.
Alice Foster 9N
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Time for the Movies
On October 14th, 1999,
the Senior Choir, Orchestra,
Jazz Group, Chamber Orchestra and the Big Band teamed
up to perform a series of pieces, all either associated with
time or from the movies.
The evening began with a performance of the Overture to
Don Giovanni, performed by the Senior Orchestra, and
continued with several well known pieces such as the theme
from The Godfather, "My Heart Will Go On", from Titanic, and the Pink Panther theme. A superb performance
of the 007 theme by the Big Band marked the middle of
the evening, and was followed by the Adagio from Mozart's
Clarinet Concerto, which was used in Out of Africa, with
the solo performed by Anastasia Somerville. Madeline
Squire followed this with a moving performance of the
theme from Schindler's List, accompanied by the Chamber Orchestra.
The concert was rounded off with the choir performing
three popular songs: "The Circle of Life" (from the Lion
King), "Yesterday" and "As Time Goes By" from Casaasablanca.
bIanca.
The Senior Orchestra giving a memorable performance
of the themes from Superman and Star Wars brought the
evening to a close. As always, thanks and credit are due
to Mr Phillips for all the rehearsals, time and effort that
was put into this concert, as without this, the evening could
not have been the success that it was.
Lora Falcon Yr 13

Notting Hill Girls Make
History as they mix
with stars at House of
Lords Reception.

On coming out of the station we were all amazed by the
sight of the Houses of Parliament and Big Ben,
especially as it was about to strike six o'clock! So out
came the cameras!
We entered the House of Lords by Black Rod's gate which sparked off much discussion as to whether Black
Rod himself would be at the reception and if he was,
what he should be addressed as. Some suggestion
were "Rodders", "Blackie" and "Mr Rod".
The reason why a group of Notting Hill girls had been
invited to the House of Lords was that we had been
asked to provide music at a Christmas reception for the
Taylor Foundation - an organisation helping
underprivileged young people, the founder of which is
Lord Taylor, whose daughter was in Year 7.
On entering the House, we were amazed by the
grandeur of it and were impressed with the view over the
Thames and the London Eye. But there was not much
time to admire it, as we had to set up and get playing.
The eleven of us sang carols; the string group
performed and so did the Flute Group. We were then
all amazed to find, on listening to our introduction by
Lord Taylor, that we were the first people to ever be
permitted to play music inside the House of Lords!
None of us had known this, especially not Mr Philips
and we were all very pleased but shocked! After that,
several members of the House of Lords said to us how
our music made a nice change from boring speeches!
We all had a very enjoyable evening, devouring all the
sandwiches, having a go at all the posh munch on
sticks and meeting people like Wendy Richards and
Michael Buerk.
On leaving the House, the cameras all came out again,
as this time Big Ben was about to strike nine o'clock.
We livened the train up a bit on the way back with
rousing renditions of many well known carols
(traditional and rude versions!) accompanied by Yshani
on the bells!
Everyone had a great time-it gave many of us a good
break from our mocks and we would like to thank Mr
Philips for arranging it and taking us, and Mrs Whitfield
for not being too embarrassed by our behaviour!

The famous "House of Lords Twelve" left NHEHS on the
night of Friday December 3, armed with music stands,
instruments, some bells, a first aid kit, a headmistress
and Mr Philips. We were on foot, of course, due to the
lack of a 297 bus and headed for Ealing Broadway.
Before we even got on the train, the 12 were depleted to
11, due to illness. The remaining 11, after fights with
ticket machines, finally boarded the tube-destination
Westminster.
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The House of Lords Twelve were: Rozi Morris, Yshani
Perinpanayagam, Ellie Green, Anna Graham, Wasen
Matti, Harleen Batra, Ellie Caroe, Philippa Boyle, Lora
Falcon, Eimi Howse, Lizzie Mynors and Jo Capon.
Rozzi Morris and Yshani Perinpanoyagom.

The Fifth
Tim Stevenson Event

One Music Scholar
Talks
Yshani Perinpanayagam was asked about

On Tuesday the 2811 September, the Madrigal Choir and
the Chamber Orchestra members all were waiting
nervously to perform at 7:30pm. The turnout was good,
so it was even more important to make a good
impression. As we filed out to take out places, our
parents waved eagerly to their children to give support.
Once we started to sing (I myself was in the choir) and I
think once the orchestra started playing, the tension
eased off and we sailed through the pieces, (much to
the enjoyment of the audience). A piece favoured by
the Madrigal choir, which was arranged by Tim
Stevenson himself and inspired by an old Welsh Folk
song, went particularly well (Lisa Lan). Other pieces
such as Domine Deus also went according to plan. A
plan? What could this plan be, you may ask.
Well, the choir songs were a build up to the grand
finale after the interval with refreshments from the
parents Guild. This was most of the Four Seasons by
Vivaldi, with Mr Phillips as solo violin and Mr
Stevenson's brother as a conductor (Michael
Stevenson). The performance by the whole orchestra
was magnificent and everyone thoroughly enjoyed the
concert. We even managed to raise £200 for the
£14,000 piano for which the school is raising money.
Maybe with a few more events like these, the goal can
be reached

Alex Herbich 11 N

The Lower School
Concert
I was really nervous. Loads of people had played their
pieces and all of them had come back shaking. When
it was my turn, I stood up and thought this would be the
perfect time to drop my saxophone! I slowly
approached the piano and, after taking a deep breath,
I began to play. Once I had started, it wasn't too bad.
I kept my eyes fixed on the music and I didn't dare look
up. At the end I felt really relieved. It was fun and I felt
very proud.
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her achievements this year.
Piano has been going quite well; I took my performances
certificate at Christmas which involved playing a half an
hour programme from memory, which was nerve racking
especially as I had to speak about each piece for a bit
first! I won two gold and two silver medals this year at the
Ealing festival. I have a competition in three days and I
am enjoying helping out as part of the Snoopy band! My
piccolo playing has got a bit better and I have just played
in a concert. It was great fun: you can drown out and
deafen the entire audience!
Composition - On Remembrance Sunday I had a part of
a requiem I composed for the soldiers of World War one
(inspired by my visit to Ypres) sung by a choir. I had a
piano trio performed at a public concert as part of the
Chamber Music exchange, in which I played the piano. I
also had a flute and piano composition in an internal
Royal College juniors concert. I am currently working on
an orchestral composition which seems to be taking forever.
So, a busy year., along with a ballet, rap and modern
show over Easter and a tap exam which I am really scared
about. Oh, and school exams!
I hope to do a lot of sleeping this summer!

Yshani Perinpanayagam Yr 11
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Science Club
Science club is held every Thursday lunchtime for year
7's. The people who go don't wear big, thick glasses and
talk about science the whole time, they are simply people
like you who want to have fun!
We have recently made things like slime, kaleidoscopes
and hand cream. It doesn't always turnout the way it's
meant to be, such as; the slime getting too slimy, the hand
cream that goes rock solid and a kaleidoscope that doesn't
really work, but this lust adds to the fun!
While enjoying yourself you also get to learn about what
you are doing. Our favourite thing was growing our own
giant rock crystals.
It is run by Mrs Worley and a few sixth formers. We think
you should come along because we can almost promise
you will thoroughly enjoy yourself.
Suzannah Lechler, Laura Williams and Alice
Sarbicki Yr 7

Sonnet of the Yeast
Cell
Watch the little cells of yeast bud and grow
As they anaerobically grow
And see how they are used in beer and dough
For alcohol and to make bread raise higher
These eukaryote, heterotrophic cells
Have cell wall, vacuole and birth scar
With many other membrane organelles
Such as nucleus, golgi and ER
Mitosis begins yeast's reproduction
When the nucleus divides into two
Yeast respires for energy production
Making ethanol and CO
And I ask 'without yeast, 'here would we be?'
It is the most distinguished of fungi.
Catherine Garnett Yr 12

Susan Greenfield Lecture
On the 27th of January the year 12 chemists trekked all
the way to central London, not to shop surprisingly but
to hear a lecture form Susan Greenfield, a top
neuroscientist about the brain. The lecture included how
the brain works and the possibility of finding cures for
diseases such as Alzheimer's in the near future. She was
not your average scientist as her wardrobe consisted of
a short skirt, high heels and lots of make up-a perfect
example to us all! She has done much research about
the brain, and in particular such diseases as
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease, and is presently
the director of the Royal Institution. Hertalk was
extremely interesting, and we were given strange facts
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about the brain such as
The brain weighs an average of 3 pounds
The brain contains about 1000 billion nerve cells
There are the same amount of neurones in your
brain as there are trees in the Amazon Rain Forest
We were also told the reason why illegal drugs have
certain effects on the brain, and more surprisingly that it
might not be long before people would be able to hack
into each other's consciousness. However, this scary
thought has not stopped some people in our group
wanting to pursue a career in this field!

Dolly was created, the cloning of frogs began in the
early sixties. The cloning of a sheep was so significant
because it was a giant leap towards the cloning of
human beings and aroused a fear amoung many
people. The actual cloning of humans is an event that
is still quite distant yet many people are terrified that
some crazed scientist will decide to clone Hitler or other
feared icons and this in turn would bring the world to a
complete end.
Katherine Farrell Yr 12

After a highly stimulating lecture, we joined Miss Clark
in a hot debate about the brain over a Starbuck's
coffee!
Olivia Thomas Yr 12

This is an extract of the essay which won the
third prize in a Biology competition:

To Clone or Not to
Clone
Fifty years ago, if the word 'Clone' was mentioned, it
would stimulate thoughts of crowds of de-emotionalised
humans traversing our planet as armies of invincible
replicas, destined to lead us into a world of
monotonous servitude. With this thought, it is not
surprising that that we humans fear the idea of cloning
so much. However, what was once thought of as
science fiction has become into a vision that could very
well be.
Coning is the derivation of more one or more offspring
from a single parent whose genetic composition is
exactly the same as that parent's. Cloning of a mammal
was carried out in a laboratory successfully earlier this
year, in the form of a much publicised sheep called
dolly. It involved the nucleus of a fertilised egg to be
removed and the nucleus of a different cell to be
implanted into that egg. It took about three hundred
attempts to create a lamb, free of mutations and exactly
the same as the sheep from which the nucleus was
taken.
However, although cloning seems to have been a
discovery of the nineties as it was within this decade that
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Kirsty Murdoch 7N

The Hockey and
Netball Season
The millennial hockey season provided the usual mixture
of ups and downs, but each team (eagerly encouraged by
Miss Lee!)has respectfully represented NHEHS. The U 6's
captained by Erica McIntosh performed particularly well,
qualifying for the semi-finals of the British Aerospace
Regional Finals-so well done to them! Well done also to
our County squad players: Amy Crofton and Kate
Wilkinson
This year was the first time most of us had gone to see on
international hockey match. At the end of the spring term,
members from all teams went over to Milton Keynes to
watch the Olympic qualifying match between New-Zealand
and Great-Britain. Unfortunately Britain lost, but no-one
could be miserable for long after seeing Mrs Baker
representing the country's fans with her huge Union Jack
flag and hot!
Special congratulations must go to the 1 I team who have
greatly improved, managing a 2-2 draw with old-rivals
Godolphin at the end of the season - (possibly the nearest
the school has got to beating them in recent history!)
However, although we may not have an astro-turf pitch,
with the arrival of a new set of shirts, NHEHS remains the
trendiest squad in the country!
In netball the Notting Hill teams have played all the usual
fixtures and tournaments. The season ended with the Staff
vs 6th form Netball match. This match is always fun
especially watching the Staffs interpretations of the rules!
An added highlight was the Year 7 cheerleading team
complete with pom-poms and routines.
Congratulations to Sophia Antoniou who has been recalled
for the second trials for the Ui 6 County team.

Stephanie Price Yr 12
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The Gym Season
This years season started as usual with the Canto House
first round. The team consisting of Polly Crawford, Lucy
Clark, Charlotte Lowry, Georgina Hicks, Bea Guard and
Ella Rolfe travelled to L.E.H. for the floor and vault competition. Our floor marks were excellent and we came fourth
in the U16 section.
We qualified for the regional round of the Carita House,
held two weeks later at Aliens School. The standard at this
competition was higher than the previous one, with more
teams, so despite more good floor scores and an improved group routine, we finished 5th
In February Notting Hill took part in the Ealing Schools
gym competition. This was the first time our school had
taken part in this competition and both teams did remarkably well. The A team finished in first place with the B
team in second.
The next competition was the Trust rally where the U 4's
came an impressive 2nl so well done to them.
Thanks must go to Mrs Scott, tireless coach and supporter
and also Jessica Booth without whom we would have no
group routine!
Ella Rolfe and Bea Guard

0

Tennis
In September the U 5's were still busy playing in the HSBC
tournament-they had made it to the Greater London final
at Welwyn City. Unluckily for Miss Lee, Mrs Baker and
Amy Crofton this was the same date as the school trip to
Germany so they kept up with match developments whilst
relaxing in cafes- with the help of a mobile phone!
The team consisted of Erica McIntosh, Erica Brugman,
Louisa Jarvis and Charlotte Fenton who all played very
well and only lost by one game.
In the summer term we played in the Ealing section of the
Ui 3 and Ui 5 HSBC tournaments and hope to continue
next term. In the Trust Rally this year we did well in the first
rounds and went through to the quarter finals. Here we
played Newcastle who have won the rally many times where
unfortunately we were beaten. The team were Erica
McIntosh, Cathrine Goldsmid, Hannah Baum, Louisa
Jarvis, Amy Trotter and Josie Middleton-Smith.

Rounders

Stephanie Price Yr 12

This year the Notting Hill rounders teams have been very
successful. Fixtures in all age groups were played against
South Hampstead, L.E.H, Godolphin , Northwood and St
Augustines and all matches except three were won by
Notting Hill. The highlight of the season was the first ever
Senior Southern Trust Rounders Rally. Unfortunately
Notting Hill were closely beaten in the semi-finals however
the school was well represented in the finals with Mrs Baker
as chief umpire. Anna Shinton, Georgina Messer and
Louisa Jarvis were selected for the Southern schools squad
who were to play the Northern Schools and the England
Ui 5 team. Georgina Messer performed so well that she
was also invited to ioin the England Ui 8 squad - so well
done to her!
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Youth 2 Youth

Jeans for Genes Day

OK. So there is this guy you really like and you
don't know what to do about it, and you can't talk to your
friends about it because they are already bored to tears
with you going on and on and on about it. Or maybe
you don't feel you can talk to your friends because they
wouldn't understand. Maybe it isn't over a boy. Maybe it
is over something much bigger than that. Maybe you
even have problems that are so big that you could never
tell anyone about it. Are you ever lonely, confused, worried
or just want to talk? Well, although you may not think it,
there is someone to listen.

This week the world has conspired against us. Not only
do we have ridiculous amounts of coursework, but it is
also our Social Services Week. The class is divided into
two groups during Social Services Week - those who
help 2417 and those who skulk off into corners muttering something about cake sales. We found ourselves,
by default, amongst the first group, raising money for a
charity that at first we knew very little about - Jeans for
Genes. This is a day where workplaces and schools
nation-wide pay money to spend their working day in
their leans, to raise money for genetic disorders. The
quote of the week, pinned up by member of our form
on the notice board was "we are stressed and depressed." Below is a brief summary of our week, where
sleep and food featured very little (if at all):

Youth 2 Youth is a telephone and e-mail helpline run by
young people for young people. It is completely
confidential and anonymous, offering information on
where to get practical advice if you need it, or just to listen
if you need to talk. Even more excitingly it is based in the
London Borough of Ealing, meaning most of the volunteers
are local (some even coming from NHEHS), showing that
to be young and still make a difference isn't some
unachievable aim; there are people around you who are
there to help. Depression, eating disorders and stress are
on the increase amongst young people, and are all present
in 10-20% of them. If help was ever needed, it's now.
But can young people really help others their own age?
Youth 2 Youth say they can. As you get older, it is inevitable
you will forget how it felt when you were a teenager, and I
know I, for one, would feel incredibly awkward phoning a
helpline staffed by older people about my relationship
problems for fear they would laugh me off as a silly little
girl, and lust wouldn't understand how I felt. Volunteers
also receive comprehensive training on what makes a good
listener, empathy, active listening skills, and the importance
of confidentiality. They practise role plays and e-mail
replies. They are supervised at all times.

Monday
Things seemed to start off well, when people actually
appeared to listen to our notice in assembly (quite an
achievement for a Monday morning). It was amazing
the number of people in our form who were suddenly
eager to help when it involved carrying a large box of
sweets around with them, but after this task had been
allotted, people were suddenly very eager to get to their
next lesson! We found out at breaktime that the demand
for hot chocolate and coffee more than equalled the
rate at which we supplied it.
Tuesday
Though we hated to admit it we were enjoying the power
we wielded over cold and thirsty Year Sevens desperate
for a cup of steaming coffee or tea. We
had still not thought of anything to do for Friday's
lunchtime extravaganza - a theme which we did not
realise would be slightly recurring throughout the week.

So if you ever feel you need to talk, phone lines are
open Mondays and Thursdays 6.30-9.30 pm, or you
could e-mail any time. They can also call you back if
you want, so the phone call will not cost you much.
Whatever your problem, there is someone there to
listen.

Wednesday
We ran out of hot chocolate (which was what people
seemed to want to drink the most). Everyone was getting
slightly bad tempered - especially with the members of
class unwilling to participate. The drama kitchen
suddenly

Phone: 020 8896 3675
E-mail: help@youth2youth.co.uk
Web-site: www.youth2youth.co.uk

seemed for too small, and all anyone could talk about
was sweets and history coursework (the deadline was
fast approaching). Arrangements for Friday were still
quite hazy - posters reading "come and chill out in the

Martina Heap Yr12
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hail" were put up. We were not eager to define the
meaning of "chill out" - we didn't know it.
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The Christmas Bazaar.
Thursday
AkARRGGGH H H Ran out of sweets, hot chocolate,
milk and sugar. And don't mention Friday lunchtime.
Friday
Started off well: we all handed in our history coursework
on time (or had thought of acceptable excuses). We
had even asked Pippa to come and help us play music
in the hall, and were resigned to fact that our extravaganza would not be very extravagant.
...

1:20: Sarah and Polly walked into the hall, saw no-one
there to help them,
and had hysterics (well, Sarah had hysterics. Polly tried
to calm her down).
1:22: Sarah and Polly marched into the classroom.
Members of the form hid under desks and behind
textbooks Elia tried, and failed, to calm them down.
-

1:30: With Polly and Erica in the soundbox, playing
Placebo, and the first Year Sevens appearing at the
door, we started to think everything might lust be alright.
1:40: Crowds of Year Seven, Eight and Nine were now
on the raked seating and gazing expectantly at the
stage. The use of language by 1 1 H was now unprintable we sent Puneet out to interrogate our audience.
"What are they waiting for?" They didn't know. Unfortunately neither did we. Miss Ashley would also like to
know what 1 1 H had up their sleeve. The social
services representatives were edging closer and closer to
the exits of the hall.
-

1:50: Everybody was dancing to Macarena on the
floor of the hall. The teachers were ludging the leans
competition. Miss Ashley was smiling (Thank God!)
How did it happen? Well, they say there is a fine line
between genius and insanity. We seemed to have
crossed it. Many thanks to Arda, Puneet, Pippa and
those members of our form who really didn't eat and
sleep for practically an entire week.
Sarah Cook and Polly Barton Yr 11

On Saturday 27'November the final NHEHS Christmas
Bazaar of the millennium took place. It opened at 1pm
but the busy stall holders were there bright and early getting ready to make lots of money. The school had been
transformed; the Portrait Room, the Gym and the Hall
were all packed full of lovely gifts and Christmas decorations. As soon as you entered you were greeted by friendly
members of the Parents' Guild and then the first thing to
catch your eye were a few members of the choir singing
harmoniously to Mr Phillips playing his guitar. Then as
you went into the Portrait Room the tables of Christmas
cards and toys could help but make you smile. The toys
had been generously donated by members of NHEHS, as
had most of the other gifts on display.
The hall was full of willing customers, window shoppers,
and keen stallholders. The hall had a warm Christmas
feeling to it and, believe me, this is very hard to achieve at
the end of November when it is very cold and wet. Santa
Claus was on stage talking to many children about their
Christmas wishes and taking numerous photographs with
them. Along one side of the hall was the busy gift stall,
selling lots of desirable Christmas gifts, which proved to
be very popular as many of the gifts had disappeared by
the end of the day. Down the other side of the hall stood
the cake stall, selling many scrumptious cakes and biscuits, also offering refreshments to those whom were suffering from Christmas shopping exhaustion.
The some busy ambience was present in the gym. Many ,
of the traditional much-loved stalls were held in here, such
as face painting, knocking the cans down and the tombola. There was also a Beanie Babies stall which seemed
to be very a favourite among many of those who attended.
The creative side of the Christmas Bazaar seemed to be
captured among the home-made clothes stall and te
bracelet making stall, which allowed you to chose the
colour of and make your own bracelet. The cloth esstall
clearly demonstrated the diverse talent of NHEHS' pupils,
embracing the 'simple yet effective' approach to their designs.
Altogether the Bazaar was a total success, amounting a
profit over £3000, thanks to the Parents' Guild and all
those who volunteered to help. There isn't enough space
on this page to tell you about every stall, so I guess you'll
lust have to come next yearto really experience the Christmas Bazaar.
Hotly Leung Yr12
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Prize Winners
Roodabeh Aldani

Pelham Brown Prize for History

Gemma Wolfes

School Prize for services to the
Drama Department

Jessica Booth

Howcroft Prize for Mathematics
Gregory Prize for PE
Jolowicz Prize for Physics

Julia Wood

Parents' Guild Prize for Spanish
Campbell Prize for Woodwind

Amrita Sandhu

Hayman Award for services to the
school

Natalie Burns Spence

Parents' Guild Prize for Theatre
Studies
Friends of the Trust Prize for
outstanding services to the school

Nike Hardman

School Prize for French
Siemaszko Prize for Mathematics
Old Girls' Association Prize for
Deputy Head Girl

Kirsty Hewett

Old Girls' Association Prize for
Deputy Head Girl

Madeline Squire

Siemaszko Prize for Mathematics
James Prize for Music
Old Girls' Association Prize for
Deputy Head Girl

Philippa Evans

Old Girls' Association Prize for
Drama
Miss Percy's Prize for Head Girl

Lora Bowles

Marriott Prize for services to the
Music Department

Beatrice Brooke

Graham Prize for English

Eleariora Bryant

Pelham Brown Prize for
Government and Politics

Hannah Caroe

Merrifield Prize for English
Gaia Prize for Geography
Kinn Prize for Biology

Noelte Davies-Brock

Aplin Prize for Art

Satiha Dhoparee

Socerdoti Prize for Chemistry

Abigail Fry

Allwright Prize for Music

Olivia Hamlyn

Gilmour Prize for Classics

Elizabeth Fox

Richards Prize for English

Susannah Jarvis

Holmes and Lanegan Prize
for Humanities

Unity Lawrence

Price Prize for English

Lucia Platings

School Prize for Religious
Studies

Nicola Reason

James Prize for German
Kerr Prize for Mathematics

Emma Rowbotham

Holmes and Lanegan Prize
for Humanities

Fereshteh Samsami

Strachan Prize for Mathematics
and Science
Levitt Prize for Chemistry

Anna Shinton

Julie Stafford Cup for services
to the PE Department

Catherine White

Julie Stafford Cup for services
to the PE Department
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Early Bird
Children's Books
in English & Polish

Parenting & Childcare
Special Order Service for Adult & Children's titles
Next day delivery of most books
Free local delivery (W3 W4 W5 W7 W13)
Order by phone, fax, email or in person
Discount scheme
collect points for yourself and/or your school/playgroup

Early Bird Books
Daniel Department Store
West Ealing W13
Car Park at rear in Broughton Road

Tel 020 8579 0076
Fax 020 8579 0089
Email earlybird@bgbooksltd.fsnet.co.uk

e Pb,

MIRAGE OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONER

I
155 Pitshanger Lane, Ealing, London W5 1RH
telephone: 020 8566 8750
N H S sight tests - Designer frames
Contact lenses - Prescription sunglasses
Home visits
Best wishes to NHEHS

Specialising in
Health Foods
Homoeopathy
Aromatherapy
111 Pitshanger Lane, Ealing, London W5 1RH
Tel: 020 8991 2199
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1887- Report about the Notting
Hill High School fiction library
"We no
library
be reb
'Christ
be bo
mutiIal
ci rcul

helt
Ndffing Hill,
VVIM loyalpride we greet her.
Still may she lecid tFe way, and still
Find not a school to beat her!"

The staff of1925

1917- NHHS Girls help the war
effort by holding a Christmas
party for eight.;
ded
soldiers
,

"The band of Lower VI 2 truck up with
selections from "The Bing Boys".
Lance Corporal X, at the request o
the school gave two songs, bot
which he song very artisticoll

The 2nd eleven (year 11) hockey team- 1931
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Memories of Vera Ph lips, who
loined the school in 1928 in Ill
Lower
"The Headmistress, when I moved with
the school to Ealing, was Miss
McCaig- a tall and very serious lady,
who taught scripture throughout the
school. My knees always shook when I
went down the staircase outside her
study, the room which is the
Headmistresses study to this day4,
Outside scripture lessons, one nev1
saw Miss McI'
nlej one had
exceptionally
good."

f

•

i

The skiing party in Switzerland in January
1967

1953- School's 8Qth birthday
Girls watch Elizabeth II being crowned.
"The Ryalesört prancing greys with
manes otoss came into view andsyp;;1
ri'ment- the Royal coach
n to e crowned."
-

IN9I

When the chool moved to Ealing
"There were also "scholarship
girls" who were an entirely new
species. The girls were very snobbish
where these were concerned, and took
no notice of them; they weren't invited
to parties- I suppose because they
didn't speak very well. Anyway, I was
sorry for them, and they all became
my friends."

1945- End of World War II, school
enlarged with addition of Skipton
"A long time ago there was a little girl
called Miss Skipton, who used to go to
NHEHS. She lived in a big house next
door to the school, which was called
Mount Shadwell. Now, all these years
after, Mount Shadwell has become part
of NHEHS. It
ly to know that
the Ill Lowers
moving in to a
house of their
e afterwards
decided to call it 'Skipton House' after
Miss Skipton."

arch 1991- The Gazette
1931 School moves to
-

Miss Oakden, headmistress,
felt like,
"Moses watching the children of Israel
pass in to the Promised Land."

"Susan Whitfield becomes head of
Notting Hill and Ealing High School,
Cleveland Road, in September. Mrs.
Whitfield loins the school after ten
years teaching biology at St. Paul's
Girls School."
Left to right: Miss Percy, Lady Johnston and
Professor Blin-Stoyle at the opening of the
Science block.
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Gri*umshaw & Co
Estate Agents
Chartered Valuation Surveyors
5 STATION PARADE, EALING COMMON, LONDON W.5 3LD

/ Professionally qualified, independent company.
/ Established over 30 years in Ealing.
For personal and prompt attention in selling your house or flat
in the Ealing, Acton and surrounding areas, please contact:
Derek Grimshaw FRICS or
John Pridham R.D., FRICS
TEL:

020 8992 5661

INTERNET:

sales@grimshawhomes.co.uk
www.grimshawhomes.co.uk FAX: 020 8993 6128
EMAIL:

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR HOME AT DANIEL
DEPARTMENT STORE

...200 BEDS
400 PRAMS
100 3-PIECE SUITES
UNBEATABLE PRICES - UNBEATABLE SERVICE
The Management and staff of Daniel Department stores
send warmest wishes to the staff and pupils of
Notting Hill and Ealing High School
96-122 UXBRIDGE ROAD
EALING, LONDON W13
020 8567 6789

DANIEL
DEPARTMENT STORE

120 PEASCOD STREET
WINDSOR, BERKSHIRE
WINDSOR 862 106
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An Extract from "The
First Book of the
Millennium
Commonly Called The
Dome"
In the beginning Tony Blair created the Millennium Dome.
He looked at the empty darkness that was upon the face
of deep; and Tony moved over the face of Thames waters
and said "Let there be light;" and there was light. And
Tony saw the light was good; and Tony separated the light
from darkness. Tony called the light "day" and the darkness
he called "night". And there was evening rush hour and
there was morning. One day.
And Tony said, "Let there be a firmament in the midst of
the waters, and let it separate the earth from the waters."
And Tony made a firmament from the water. And it was
so. And Tony called the firmament Greenwich. And there
was evening rush hour and there was morning. A second
day.
And Tony said, "Let there be a great canvas 100,000 square
metres of fabric, held up by 43 miles of steel. And let it be
shaped like half a sphere". And Tony saw it was good and
so called it the Dome. And there was evening rush hour
and there was morning. A third day.

Liz Danon Yr 12
On 27th March we embarked on an adventure up the
Thames. Our destination was the Millennium Dome. For
Year 10 and upwards the journey was by boat via landmarks such as Big Ben, Tower Bridge and the Houses of
Parliament. Despite the wind and rain, it was very enjoyable.
On arrival we were impressed by the size of the Dome
from the outside. Once inside, however, we were surprised by how small it seemed after all of the recent publicity saying how huge it was. Our first stop was the Body
Zone, as this was by the entrance and we managed to get
to the front of the queue straight away. The impressive
part of this zone was the beating heart as expected - although it didn't last for long.

Alma Eagle Yr 12
Our next stop was The Recycling Zone where we were
entertained by a levitating man and a stony Brighton
beach. Behind the fun image of this zone there was a
serious theme of successful recycling and how vital it is.
After a busy morning, we relaxed and watched the very
energetic show where we saw talented acrobats free falling from the canvas of the Dome, which seemed miles
above us. The story was really moving and performed
excellently by all of the dancers.
Other stops included the Rest zone, Play Zone and Talk
Zone, but the one that we enjoyed most was the very spectacular Learning Zone. Once inside you walked through
a celebrity corridor with their lockers on display. You then
entered a small room where there was a short film about
learning. The best was saved for last, as the wall disappeared in front of you to reveal a magical garden. This
was undoubtedly our favourite part and we could have
stayed there for the rest of the afternoon but it was time to
catch the train home.
It was a memorable day out which we all enjoyed.
Victoria Bailey-King and Amy Yr 10
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The idqa behind this trip w 6 mr
in the Millennium working party. I only entered the arena when I
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"Wow was all I could think when my group and I entered the Dome. It
was.

Ou.e1"
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.tha 'y building I hod ever
'World,
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Claudia Vierich
1982-2000
Claudia had been at Notting Hill and Ealing since she
was five and she died in her very last year with us. She
was always interesting, always unusual in her approach
to school Her personality was open, and knew no
boundaries. She was generous and kind, and treated the
staff as people rather than as teachers. She could never
have been described as a model pupil, and there were
inevitably occasional conflicts between this Tree spirit and
the discipline which any school must encourage all its
students to accept, but she was held in much personal
affection by all those of us who knew her.
It was a privilege to have known Claudia with all her
colourful and positive characteristics. She was a larger
than life character; she was friendly to everyone; her
appearance was ever changing and fascinating, and she
was passionate about her art, combining exceptional talent
with startling originality.
If was a privilege also, in one sense, to have attended her
funeral. If would be difficult to imagine a more heartfelt
expression of collective sympathy: it seemed as though all
the youth of Ealing had come to mourn her loss. She was
greatly loved by her friends, as Gemma, Sarah and Shaalu
expressed in their very moving and courageous tributes to
her. She will be much missed by all her year group,
wherever they are going; those of us who are staying on
will never forget her: Claudia was unique.
Mary Sergeant, Head of Sixth Form and Susan
Whitfield.

We are most grateful to Mr and Mrs Vierich for so
generously donating one of Claudia's pictures to the
school. We shall treasure it, remembering her with
affection. Led by Natalie,Claudia's friends will exhibit some
of their paintings with Claudia's, in the Portrait Room.
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Do You See Yourself In
Your Sun Sign?
Having the Sun in the same sign as someone else does not mean
that you are likely to be very similar. No one person will show all
the characteristics of a single sign and other areas of the birth
chart will have a profound effect. However, the Sun signifies our
sense of identity, what we consider important, what we are proud
of, what we seek to put out heart into, our goal and our creative
self expression. So the sign in which the Sun is situated is very
important.
You have the Sun in Aries?
Ariens need to forget ahead, to carve out a special place, paving
the way for other. They are energetic, often acting on impulse,
tireless in achieving their goals and undeterred by obstacles. Aries
has much to offer in terms of enterprise, initiative and leadership.
Ariens are filled with romantic or chivalrous ideals but are often
impatient and can, unwittingly, give offence.
You have the Sun in Taurus?
Taureans need to build, to shape ideas into a concrete form, to lay
foundations and put down roots. Taurus has strong sensory
perceptions of its environment. It has amazing reserves of strength
and endurance but can be obstinate and hates changes of any
sort. Taureans hove a special flair for handling money or working
close to the earth. They make faithful friends but may be inclined
to be possessive.
You have the Sun in Gemini?
Gemini has a thirst for knowledge and is always drawn to
anything new. Because it can see both sides of a question, it often
has difficulty in coming down on one or the other. Optimistic,
lively and versatile, it needs change and stimulation to avoid
boredom. Occupations that involve moving about, meeting
people and exchanging information are ideal. Gemini is ruled
primarily by the head rather than the heart and values friendship
in preference to passion.
You have the Sun in Cancer?
Cancer has a need to protect and nourish the young. Home is very
important and is seen as a base, an anchor and security. Cancer
has a vivid imagination and a tendency to take offence too
readily. Work for Cancerians would ideally be centred on the
home, connected with family business or in the caring professions.
Romantic love is important to them and they seek to look after
and be looked after in return.
You have the Sun in Leo?
The Sun rules Leo. Leo assumes its natural position of leader
unconsciously, inspiring others by its strength and courage. Leos
have a sunny disposition and are straightforward and honest.
They adhere to their principles, are steadfast, persevering and
slow in adapting to change. Leos enjoy social and ceremonial
occasions are often drawn to careers in the arts or government.
Loyal, warm and generous in love. Leo may be inclined towards
jealousy.
You have the Sun in Virgo?
Virgo desires precision in work, communication and in daily life.
Practical and versatile, Virgoans are also inherently shy and
modest and often embarrassed by praise. Self-critical and
conscientious Virgo finds if hard to delegate because of its desire
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for perfection. Often found in the caring or educational
professions. Virgo dislikes being teased and seeks a stable partner
to give security and confidence.
You have the Sun in Libra?
Libra has the need to establish justice but will gain its ends
through charm not force. Libra tries to help people to come to
terms with one another and is skilled at effecting compromise.
Librans find it difficult to say no and often saddle themselves with
unwanted obligations. Suited to positions where natural charm
and talent for handling others tactfully is called for. In
relationships Libra is sensitive to any power imbalance - requires
harmony and equality.
You have the Sun in Scorpio?
Scorpio has the single-mindedness to pursue an objective, at
whatever cost. With a powerful memory, Scorpio does not forget a
kindness or or, injury. Although often highly critical of others, it is
also capable of deep compassion. Interested in whatever is
hidden or secret, Scorpio is at home in work which uses its talent
for investigation. Found in all kinds of research or fact-finding
projects. Intensely loyal, faithful and caring can also suffer
jealousy.
You have the Sun in Sagittarius?
Sagittarius has immense enthusiasm for learning and a strong
desire to extend it's horizons; it yearns to find philosophy to give
meaning to everyday existence. As it gains wisdom it also has the
need to impart it to others. Can be found in the legal profession
or higher education. Requires constant change and stimulus
which often involves long distance travel. Cheerful, generous
companions, Sagittarians resent any form of possessiveness in
relationships.
You have the Sun in Capricorn?
Capricorn needs to impose order on its surroundings and has a
natural sense of discipline and duty. Very practical and
conscientious, can translate ideas into concrete form and is suited
to all aspects of construction, as well as the Civil Service or
Armed Forces. Capricorn also enjoys playing the fool or
performing comic turns. Capricorn tends to hide its feelings or
lack of confidence behind a cool exterior and may delay marriage
until absolutely sure.
You have the Sun in Aquarius?
Aquarius tries to understand and share wider concepts and has an
individual or original way of expression. Not emotionally driven,
Aquarius is capable of an objective and impartial viewpoint.
Humane and concerned with the problems of mankind, Aquarius
will keep to its principles and fight for a cause. Often becomes
writers, poets, playwrights or broadcasters. Aquarians may not
rush into marriage but make tolerant, stable and devoted
partners.
You have the Sun in Pisces?
Pisces has a powerful imagination and is often attracted to the
mystical or unworldly. Very compassionate, Pisceans work best
when emotionally involved, often with charitable institutions or
places of healing or help for those in need. Natural actors,
dancers, artists and poets. Can suffer in love through wearing
rose-tinted spectacles and are prone to disillusionment. Pisces
requires a partner who can provide stability.

Helen Niko

Games Page

The Following clues can be answered by words that
sound like one or two letters.
Example: A favourite drink (1) tea - I

CRYPTIC CLUES

1. A vegetable seed (1)
2. Look at this (1)
3. Stinger (1)
4. A bird (1)
5. Not full (2)
6. Rot (2)
7. People waiting (1)
8. Jealousy (2)
9. A pointed missile (2)
10.Query (1)
11.Very cold (2)
12.A female farm animal (1)
13.A girl's name (2)
14.Too much (2)
15. A lot of water (1)
16.Small bright eyes (2)
17.Do very well (2)
18. An Indian's tent (2)
19. Another girl's name (2)
20. A clinging plant (2)

Each of these clues refers to a London Underground
station and were created by Mr Quarmby with the help
of Year 12 German students.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Big Family
Cheese Cube
Long Fish in Famous Theatre
Frequent Applause
Stormy Seas
Angry Monarch
Big House in Massachusetts
Big Top University
Liquid Convenience
Martyr of insulin
Where Sir Galahad crosses
Death by Arson
Brown Bear
Noisy Dogs
Female Sheep is Heavy
Messenger of God
Religious Building
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All the answers are types of cakes.
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1. A cake at the top of the Christmas tree
2. You can eat this in between Edinburgh and
Aberdeen
3. A Queen you would use in the bath
4. Apples, oranges, grapes and pineapples
5. A very dark wood
6. An extremely good cake with wings
7. A glass of wine with this cake
8. You would find this in the ocean but it isn't sweet
9. You would only eat your own once a year but you
could eat other peoples
10. A type of spice rather like Sarah Ferguson's hair
11. Bugs Bunny's staple diet
12. A savoury ingredient produces this sweet cake
13. Rotate down the Alps
14. Table tennis racquet 'n German mountain

All the epigrams in the magazine are by Oscar Wilde,
except two, which are by Noor Al-Hakim and Helen
Pritchard Smith from 9E. Can you tell who wrote
which?
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What's it like to be
Head Girl of NHEHS?
Being Head Girl can only be described in proper Public
School jargon as "Beezer". Yes, being Head Girl of my
beloved school has brought me many hours of enjoyment,
although it did cause me one painful weekend in Bromley.
I was sent (along with the Deputy Head Girls; Nike
Hardman, Kirsty Hewitt and Madeline Squire) on the GDST
Head Girls' Conference, where I encountered many
voracious young ladies, all of whom I hope never to meet
again. I realised that I was the only Head Girl not aiming
for World Domination. Oh well - a learning experience.
The intent of this article is not however to complain, but to
inform. There seems to be mystery surrounding what being
Head Girl actually entails, so I was asked to write about
what the Head Girl actually does and what qualities a
Head Girl needs.
Basically, whenever teachers need something organised:
extra help from the Sixth Form, assembly token, or the
school needs to be represented at some dire conference,
the Head Girl team is called upon. We are the middle
men between pupils and staff, meeting with Mrs Whitfield
every Tuesday breaktime to discuss issues over kit-kats
and orange juice (ever so grown up I know).
As far as qualities go, it was no doubt my mane of blonde
hair and my creative wardrobe that entitled me to the title,
or perhaps my wit and charm. No, seriously, you just
have to be interested in and like your school, and you
can't hate everybody in your year; it isn't particularly helpful
(since they vote for you). A desire for world domination
doesn't help either, although it does mean that the Head
Girls' Conference will be enjoyable; you may get some
useful contacts.

in an attempt to show the school in its best light. A
multitude of displays appeared in almost every class room,
and this being the millennium, that meant time-lines. 1000
years of Maths, English Literature, Theatre Studies, and
Science were documented in all corners of the school.
Pupils were asked (and bribed with chocolate) to come in
and be enthusiastic about every subject there was.
For weeks the Sixth-Form had been taking prospective
parents around the school to peer in class rooms while
lessons were going on, but for one evening (and one
evening only) on the 21st October 1999, the hopefuls
finally got to see the school in action (Well sort of. It may
have been a long time since I did Latin, but I definitely
don't remember any lessons where I had to wear a bedsheet).
Taken on an impressive tour, the prospective parents were
led on a complicated one-way route through play
rehearsals, gym displays, English games, demonstrations
and talks of all sorts; science experiments (did anyone
everfind out if the Physics department were actually using
real hair on the static electricity experiment?) and mock
lessons. Despite the traffic jam on the top corridor, which
I'm sure prompted many comments of "cosy", and any
complicated IT questions being answered with "I'm sure
Mr Harrison will know", not to mention more than one
sixth former getting lost on their route despite their years of
familiarity with the school, everything came off in the most
favourable light.

I have actually really enjoyed being Head Girl and it is
such a nice way to end my time at Notting Hill. When I'm
a wannabe actress in a crumbling flat, I will remember the
old common room and how much I enjoyed tidying it. I
hope I remain in the school's memory as well.

All of our efforts were much appreciated. Pupils, teachers
and sixth-form guides where heartily thanked in the
comments sheets, even if they did get our names wrong
(Miranda and Romi are unknown in either of the common
rooms). Particular thanks should go to Miss Ashley, who
more or less made the whole thing possible. For all those
not recognised at the time, thank you so much for all the
effort you showed, both for giving up your evening and
the work you put in beforehand.

Ladies and Gentlemen, Pippa Evans has left the building.

Advertising. You can't beat it really.

Pip pa Evans Yr 13
Martina Heap Yr 12

Open Evening
There's no mistake. You may not smell that smell, but if
was definitely that time of year again. The time when
everything gets cleaned up, stuck up, repaired or updated
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Women have the initiative to know they are superior,
but prove this to the wrong gender.

The 2000 Committee:
Hannah Baum , Emily Danhorn, Khadilah Elshayyal,
Judy Greenwood, Martina Heap, Victoria Higgins,
Claire Hodd, Victoria Kienzler, Hatfy Leung, Stephanie
Price, Yasmine Raffoul, Ewa Szteinduchert, Teresa
Trepak, Olivia Yacoub.
Cover by Rolyar Samanian
Technical Support: Mr Harrison
Graphic Designer and Sub Editor: Stephanie Price
Editor: Mrs. Bray
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